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Local Incomes Also Growing

Sales Up By More Than $1 1.5 Million
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Managins Editor
Retail.sales climbed to almost $126.5
million in Calloway County during 1977
-- an .increase of more than $11.5
million from 1976 - despite downturns
in three areas of the local economy.
The sales figures were revealed
Monday afternoon when the annual
Business Barometer, compiled by
Murray Chamber of Commerce
executive secretary James L. Johnson,
was presented to the chamber's board
of directors.
At the same time local retail sales
were booming, the income of Calloway
County residents was also growing.
Total income received by countians in
1.977 was computed at $132,897,000, an
increase of almost $11 million higher
1976's $122,116,000 figure. That figures
out to an average income per
household, according to the barometer,
of $12,941 an increase of $200 per
household compared to the previous
year.
The Income for households within the
city of Murray was also up some $200
over the previous year and was
estimated at $14,251 for 1977. While
residents of Murray and Calloway
County were boosting their incomes,
the average income per household
across Kentucky, even though higher
than the local averages, fell by some
$250 to $15,724.
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The higher incomes received by local
residents, mirrored by the higher retail
sales figures, were also reflected in
combined assets of local financial institutions. Combined figures from Bank
of Murray, Peoples Bank, Murray
Branch Hopkinsville Federal Savings
and Loan, Security Federal's Murray
branch and Dees Bank of Hazel, listed
total assets as $177,530,000, an increase
of nearly $21 million over the previous
year.
Clothing Tops List
The big leader in the retail sales
figures - which are categorized into
nine types of businesses- was apparel
stores which showed a gain of $428,000
to a record sales figure of $6.87 million
during 1977. Apparel stores included in
the report numbered 41.
Other gainers in retail sales during
the year with the numbey-Of stores in.
each category in parefitheses, were

drug stores (9), up $305,000 to
$5,054,000; furniture stores ( 20), up
$297,000 to $7,396,000; eat and drink
establishments 143), up $264,000 to
$9,215,000; food stores (43), up $101,000
to $28,257,000; and lumber and hardware stores (18), up $81,000 to
$12,158,000.
Categories which showed a decline in
dollar sales figures were retail auto
dealers ( 37j down $1,430,000 to
$36,322,000; gasoline dealers(37), down
$197,000 to $9,640,000 and general.
merchandise stores (11), down $64,000
to £12,040,000.
The decline in auto sales and gasoline
sales was supp;irted by another area of
the report which revealed that'vehicle
registrations in Calloway County were
down by almost 2,000 from the record
30,272 in 1976 to 28,318 in 1977. Johnson
said another contributing factor to the
decline in gasoline sales is that newer
cars have better miles-per-gallon
ratings than earlier models and that
many people are bowing to energy
crisis warnings, traveling less and
burning less gasoline.
The city of Murray alone accounted
for $117,125,000 in retail sales during
1977 and was credited with the full
amount of the whole county's increase
-$11,536,000-from the previous year.
Projected total sales for 1978 f
Calloway County are set at $133,937
up more than $7 million over 1-977
Murray is expected to gain
e than
44 million in sales, to $121, .4,000, by
the end of this year.
Other Figures Ge
Ily Up
In addition to the
es and income
figures, the baro ter reports other
statistics which
e good indications of
the state of th oral economy:
Electric •'wer consumption and
purchases of water through local
utilities were both up by healthy
mars . Consumers burned 18 million
more killowatt hours of electricity and
used over 150 million more gallons of
water during 1977 than they did in 1976.
Also showing increases were fish and
wildlife receipts which were up more
than $1,000 to 374,788 and telephone
installations which were up by 500 to
16,675 stations I actual phones in use).
1977 was also the busiest year in
recent years for the nursery at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Plans Are Finalized
For Special Olympics
Plans for the 1978 spring track and
field Special Olympics are in the
'process of being finalized.
This year's competition will be April
15 at Roy Stewart Stadium on the
campus of Murray State University.
The annual event, co-sponsored by
the Western Kentucky Regional Mental
Health and Mental Retardation Board
and Murray State University, is
designed to provide acompetitive
athletic event for mentally handicapped persons from across the
nation, according to a spokesman.
More than 400 persons participated in
the competition last year at Murray
State.

mitting entries for this year's games is
Monday, April 3.
Wadlington pointed out that "enthusiasm for this year's games is
running high with a great deal of
support coming from the general
community."
Special Olympics athletes will be able
to participate in track and field events
such as swimming, the high jump,
%standing long jump, softball throw, the
50 yard dash, 220 yard dash, 440 yard
run and the 440 relay. Olympians
competing in the Murray games will
have the opportunity to participate in
the Kentucky State Special Olympics at
Morehead, June 2, 3 and 4.
The honorary chairman for- this
Gayle Wadlington, regional
cooryear's event in Western Kentucky is
dinator for Special Olympics, said,
"A
Marshall County Judge-Executive
real need currently exists for not
only
Mike Miller. Murray State University
persons to compete in the track
and
officials participating in the 1978 spring
field competition, but also for
volungames included Dr. Ann Campbell,
teers to assist with the program."
opening ceremonies, Dr. Allen rleane,
Wadlington said it is still possible for
special events. Dr. Ralph Hauseman,
persons to enter the competition.
, awards, and Dr. Ken Purcell, games
Anyone wanting additional information
chairman.
or an application form for the
Special
The Special Olympics is sponsored
Olympics should contact Wadlington at
internationally by the Josephy P.
1-800-592-3980. The deadline for subKennedy Jr. Foundation.

inside today
One Section-10 Pages ,
The University of Kentucky Wildcats captured
their
fifth NCAA basketball crown last night, topping
gallant
Duke 94-88, on a stellar performance from
senior Jack
"Goose" Givens. Read the details in today's sports
section, Page 5.

sunny
and
warm
Sunny and warmer today with
high temperatures in the mid and
upper'60s. Clear and not quite so
cool tonight. Lows in the 'mid 404.
Wednesday mostly swiny and a
little warmer. Highs in the upper
60s to around 70.
'
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Records show that 583 babies were born
during the year, more than any year
since the early sixties. As a matter of
fact only in one year since 1970 have
more than 500 babies been born in a
year at the local hospital and that was
1975 when the figure reached 512.
Statistical areas showing a decline
from 1.976 to 1977 included postal
receipts which went from $810,000 to
$767,449.93: natural gas usage which

dropped from 684,716,000 cubic feet to
644,894,000; propane gas users, down
from 3,193 to 2,373; and parking meter
revenue, down from $22,716.40 to
£19,962.89.
Population Up But
School Enrollment Down
The population of Calloway County
gained from 31,656 in 1976 to 31,983 in
1977 while Murray was increasing its
ranks from 16.790 to 17,017.

The barometer reports that a total of
4,754 students are enrolled in
elementary and secondary schools in
the Murray and Calloway County
systems. The previous year the schools
showed an enrollment of 4,783. The
number of teachers in the two systems
has increased by one to 241 giving a 20:1
studenL teacher ratio.
Murray State University shows a
drop of almost 300students from the fall

of 1976 to the fall of 1977-from 8,030 to
7,740. But the university, listed as
staffing the same number (416) of
teachers both years, has bettered its
student:teacher ration to 19:1.
The total tax assessment for
Calloway County, which showed a
slight decline from 1975 to 1976 made a
healthy recovery from 1976 to 1977 by
jumping almost $80 million from
$283,755.901 to 1362,580,720.

SouthernAssociation, Education Department
Calloway High Evaluation Concludes Today
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
An on-site Kent i y Department of
Education and So hemn Association of
Colleges and
hoots evaluation of
Calloway Co ty High is expected to
end today th an "exit interview" set
this afte oon.
Th
igh school is striving for a
"co prehensive" department of
ucation rating and affiliation with the
Southern Association.
Dr. William Ryan, an instructor in
the division of administration and
supervision in Murray State Univer-

sity's School- .of Human Development
drid Learning,aridchairman of the joint
Kentucky Departrrient of EducationSouthern Association eValuation team,
NIonday called affiliation the the
Southern Association "a level of excel le nee in education."
''You're not required to belong to the
Southern Association, it's more of an
honor to belong," Dr. Ryan -said.
-Schools work hard to become accredite(i."
The state comprehensive rating,
should the school achieve it, will be one
step ajxive the current standard rating,
according to Edward Burkeen, in the

division of supervision and accredttation with the department of
education.
Burkeen-, who is heading up the state
department's evaluation of the school,
said Monday, "My responsibility as 'a
field superintendent is to make an onsite evaluation and to work with the
school system to determine if the school
is ready to be considered for comprehensive."
:Calloway County High had two.
things which were holding it at standard, inadqeuacy of the library facility
and the cafeteria and dining area. They
hate since built a new library addition

•
•
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DURING EVALUATION -Three persons involved in the on-site evaluation of Calloway County High
took a break
Monday to scan over a self study in the1ibrary of the school. Pictured are (from let) Dr. William
Ryan, a Murray
State University instructor coordinating the overall evaluation and the Sbuthern Association evaluation,
Jerry Ainley,
principal at Calloway County High and Edward Burkeen, with the Kentucky Department of Education.
The school is
seeking a "comprehensive" rating with the department of education and affiliation with the Southern Association
of
Colleges and Schools. The on-site inspection concludes today.

and cafeteria area."
Burkeen also indicated the school has
expanded its curriculum, "adding new
expolratory and enrichment courses."
Burkeen declined to say how he would
rate the school Monday, indicating the
rating process goes through a number
of department of education channels to
the Kentucky Board of Elementary and
Secondary Education. 'The ultimate
decision rests with them the state
board)," Burkeen said.
The timetable for the current on-site
evaluation of Calloway County High
began last fall with a teacher self study;
a critique of the' entire education
Burkeen indicated the self study is
based on "national evaluative criteria.
This school has looked at itself and
identified its needs. We merely verfiy
it."
Burkeen said that once a school is
rated comprehensive, "that doesn't
mean the school will maintain it. It's up
to the local level to maintain the
rating."
The department of education official
said the state board meets May 23 and
will make a decision then. Local school
officials should know whether or not
Calloway County High becomes
comprehensive shortly after that
meeting, Burkeen said.
Educators from surrounding schools
systems made up the evaluation teams
on the high school campus Monday and
today. team members make overall
recommendations for improvement
and those recommendations must be
fulfilled for final accreditation or affiliation.
A school merely affiliates with the
Southern Association. Dr. Ryan said
local school officials won't know the
Southern Association decision until
later this fall.
Southern Association evaluations
occur every 10 years with reviews
corning every five years. School officials noted that it is rare when the
Southern Association and department
of education team up for parallel
evaluations.

Food, Overall Consumer Prices Edge Upward
WASHINGTON API - Food prices
increased 1.2 percent in February for
the second consecutive month, pushing
overall consumer prices up 0.6 percent
during the month, the government
reported today.
Beef prices led the upward march in
food costs, rising 4.1 percent during the
month;--while-higner---priees-also-ware
reported for pork, poultry and cereal
and bakery products. Prices of foods
sold in grocery stores increased 1.3
percent.
' Thatsteep-rise in food prices, which
started late last year, has caught the
Carter administration by surprise. It is
the major factor in what appears to be a
worsening inflation rate in the
economy, even though the overall 0.6
percent increase in consumer prices in
February was dawn-slightly from the
0.8 percent gain in January.
If continued for 12 months. the
February increase in consumer prices
would result in price inflation of slightly
more than 7.2 percent, compared with the administration's inflation target for
the year of 6.1 percent.
Administration officials say food prices may rise as much as 8 percent
this year, up from the 6 Percent increase projected just a few months CO.a
In addition to food, consumers also
faced sharply higher prices in
February for fuel and utilities, up 0 8
percent; medical cw_e,‘ up '1.3 peRent,
and new and used cars, ahead 0.7
percent and 2.1 percent, respectively..
The only significant decline in prices
during the month was for clothing,
down 1 percent following a small gain in
January. However, apparel services
such as laundry and dry cleaning
services increased 1 percent.
Transportatiou costs increased I1.6..
percentand entertainment prices
advanced 0.7 percent. Costs of housing

were up 0.6 percent, down slightly from
the January rise of 0.8 percent.
The Labor Department said its
consumer price index for all urban
coesumers in February stood at 188.4
percent of the 1967 average of 100,
meaning that goods costing $100 11
years ago had risen in price to $188.40
last month.
The department also said the buying
power of workers' paychecks declined
in February for the third consecutive
month, although the drop of 0.2 percent
was ndt nearly so bad as the record
Monthly 3.1 percent fall in purchasing
power in January.
It said real Spendable earnings of
workers in February were 1 percent
higher than in Febriiary 1977, despite
the recent monthly declines. But just
five months earlier, in October,. earnings were 4.7 percent above their level
of a -year earlier, showing the steady
erosion of workers' earnings by inflatiotr and higher taxes in recent
months.
Food prices increased 1.2 percent in
January, and economists expected
another large increase in the government's consumer price report for February, scheduled for release by the
Labor Department today.
The food price increase was the
major factor in an overall rise in the
consumer price index of 0.8 percent in
January, double the 0.4 percent gain in
each of the previous three months.
The increase in food prices, blamed
in part on the severe winter -weather,
has been much larger than government
eccinomists had expected. As a result,
they are revising upward the outlook
for inflation this year.
Barry Bosworth, director of the
Council on Wage and -Price Stability,
said ,the Inrrease in food prices this

farm bill passed by the Senate that
would increase payments to farmers
for taking land out of production. The
Council on Wage and Price Stability
said the legislation could add between 2
and 5 percentage points to the rate of
food price inflation this year.
Miller told rePorters that if farmers
_need ;rrkiluonal help .the.money_shoulci_ _
He told reporters the outlook for
be taken from elsewhere in the budget,
inflation this year is probably worse rather than
increasing overall federal than the Carter administration's spending
by passing a new aid bill.
estimate of a 6 percent overall increase.
He urged the administration to
in consumer prices.
consider its proposed 360 billion budget
Government officials are expressing deficit
.for fiscal 1979 as-a ceilingfrto help
special worry about a new emergency retrain
inflation.
year could be at least 2_percentage
points higher than the 4 percent to 6
percent increase earlier projected by
the Agriculture Department.
A warning that the entire economy
may- suffer if inflation continues to
worsen came Monday from Federal
Reserve Chairman G. William Miller.

LEAGUE OFFICERS - Newly elected officers of the Murray-Calloway
County League of Women Voters include seated from left secretary Erma
laFollette and president Ruth Howard; standing from left publicity Sue
Vandegrift first vice president Anita Lawson; treasurer Diane Spurlock:
legislative Mary lane Littleton; and nominations Sallie Guy. Absent from the
picture are officers second vice president Peggy Brown; voter service ,
tochie Christopher and fund raising Charlotte Sturm. These officers were
elected at a meeting in Room 205 at Stewart Stadium Monday night. They
will lead the organization in 1978-79. The League will, hold a coffee on
April 22 at 930 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway Counts Library for Mayor
Melvin Henley and members of the City Council. The priblk is invited to
this coffee. Projects for next year will be decided upon and announced
very soon.
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Let's Stay Well

I fiLL.Ln,:.,,I11, SI I)

Deborah Marg Is Honored With Tea At Church Hall

Mk.

Preventing The Common Cold
0: Mr. S. S. writes to ask
whether anything new has
• been developed to prevent
3 cold.
A: In spite of persistent
• . efforts at the National Insi.. tote of Allergy. and Infec' hous Diseases and at many
Other research laborators. no effective prevention
bas been developed
against the common cold.
Unfortunately, the
nnmunity, which .is developed from such viruses,.
does nal persist longer
than a few days to a few
weeks. It is regrettable
that a method cannot be
found to preserve the coldvirus immunity and make
-- -it persist, such as after a
--measles virus _infection.
Prevention, though not
always successful, can be

- —
Eat a baigliced, adequate diet. No data are
available to show that
large doses of vitamin C
give,.added protection
against the cold viruses.
Cold medicines have no
preventive value and are
useful only in relieving
symptoms after the infection is under way.
Tampons Safe for 12Year-Old Girl
0: Mrs. I. L. wants to know

accomplished by avoiding
exposure, especially dui-mg the winter season.
('hances of getting a cold
are greater in a crowd; the
odds are greater when perSons are closely associated
indoors than out-of-doors.
Humidity of the atmosphere, such as in a theater,
appears to be important.
Perhal% low humidity may
damage tt% •lining of, the
nose and throat and make
it more susceptible to a
cold-virus infection.

clot
v.:no COMMUNITY
CAI,ENDAR

Fatigue is an important
-factor. You are more likely
to succumb to such an
infectioti if. you are tired.
fatigue by-Try to
Tuesday,March IN
Tuesday, March 28
getting regular adequate
Aglow
Fellowship will meet
rest. It is probably your
on
debates
Public
at Ken Bar Inn at 10:30 a. m. "Marijuana Being Legalized"
best protection.
Will be held at the nursing
building auditorium, Murray
State University, at seven p_
Public is invited.

Na
Daily Specials

Mi

From

*TUESDAY SPECIAL*
Fisherman's Platter Special
A delicious serving of Catfish Fillet,
fresh gulf select oysters and gulf fried
shrimp, served with choice of potato
southern hushpuppies end enic.

S299
*WEDNESDAY SPECIAL*
Landlubber Special
Fried Chicken
Southern fried golden brown with
choice of potato cole slow and
southern hushpuppies

$

#
$

etiren
etts

Tau Phi Lambda sorority of
Woodman of World will meet
with Jean Richerson, 1602
Parklane, at seven p. m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Health Center at
seven p. m.

Seven Seas!

#

if it is safe for her 12-yearold daughter to use tampons.
A: As long as your daughter can insert a tampon
into her vagina comfortably, it is altogether safe for
her to use them. It is quite
likely that she can do so
without discomfort be.cause there are sizes made
for young girls that will fit
without difficulty.

99

For the Finest in
Steak and Seafood

Restaurant

#
#
#

Christian
Women's
Fellowship of First Christian
Church will meet in the church
library at sevep p.m. with
Mrs. Fit- Boston,-certified lay
speaker in the United
Methodist Church, as guest
speaker.
BapetU games..at Reagan
Field, MSU, will be Missouri
vs. Valparaiso at ten a. m.,
North Dakota vs. Murray
State at one p. m.; Murray
State vs. Valparaiso. at three
p.m.
Wednesday, March 29'
MurraOtate will play a
baseball double-header at
Reagan Field with Missiouri
at one p.m. and North Dakota
at three p.m.
Thursday, March 30 _
Second seminar on. debated
issues of-testing and grading
will be held_ in_ Room 17,
Wrather Hall, Murray State
University, from three to five
p.m. For information call 7622335.

Miss Dsporah Marg, brideelect of Daniel Melson, was
complunented with a gift tea
in the fellowship hall of Christ
Lutheran Church, Greenfield,
_given hy Mrs. Ray Myem
Mrs. Billy Jack Gallamore,
and Mrs. Danny Gallimore on
SundarrMarch 12. Guests
called between the hours of
one to three p. m.
For the special occasion the
honoree wore a brown floral
knit dress enhanced by a
beautiful double white carnation corsage presented by
the hostesses. —
Miss Patti Gallimore
presided at the guest register,
and Miss Lisa Gallamore

•
.•

•
•
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tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
Who will uncover the
secret of Candleshoe?
WALT DISN1Y
seroieveser

ICIAAPPI II
1008 Chestnut

MDLESHOE

Thru Wed.

THE

asuu,
1010 Chestnut

FURY.

Thru 4/13

KIRK DOUGLAS
CARRIE SNODGRESS 1011

641-N. Central Ctr

ONE ON Owt"
f
ONE

Thru Thur.
c'ir

a

f

One Rack

Sportswear

1/2

Price & Less

Early Spring

Costumes &
Dresses
19

1/3

Mademoiselle
Shop

Court Square
t
refir
•4

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have net
received their home-delivered
copy of The Marrey Ledger &
poems by 5:30 p.m. hilentley-.
Friday or try 3:30 p. m. on Suterdays ore urged to caN 7531916
between 530 p. m. side p.m..
Mon/ay-friday, or 3:30 p.m.
end 4p. m. Sateriays, tit insert
delivery of the nowsmeper. Calls
west be pieced by a p.m.
days or 4 p.m. Saturdays to
wersow

MEL BROOKS

Fata4liAY
mui
tilt

Reopening Fri.-Sat.-Sun.

121 South

OUTLAW

0 ruffles

Starts Fri.

I.
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ALL RIGHT BUT LET
SAL? '?OUR MOTHER
COULDN'T HEAR '10U...

(4,8/ I,
I tjI, I I

OLIVIER WHAT WOUI D
'fOU DO IF qOU WERE LONE
iN THE FOREST, AND
LfOU HURT ‘?OURSELF ?

. WE SHOULD
TOPA,
'REVIEW WHAT WE kNOW
ABOUT FiRST-AL'

Murray State will meet
North Dakota in a baseball
game at Reagan Field at three
p.m.

, HOSPITAL PATIENT
Tommy Noonan of Murray,
has been diSmissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

7:25,
9:10

PEANUTS

4

; 1911100*d Seie,Syrobtale Iroc

NANCY
AUNT FRITZI,
I FOUND A
DOLLAR ON
THE STREET

WHAT ARE
YOU
GOING
TO DO
WITH .IT ?

Ea&
rs
CI

TO
SAVE
IT
FOR A
RAINY
DAY

r 1478 Untied Feature Syntacate Inc

MIR -213

&tar

THE RADIO SAID
"RArN TOMORROW"

I'M VERY
PLEASED TO
HEAR YOU SAY
THAT

I'M

LOOK AT THE TROUBLE
HE'S NAVIN& ITLIST
SETTING OUT OF'
MIS CHAIR

WHY DO
YOU SAY
THAT?

/ THINK THE
OLD. MAN'S JUST
ABOUT I-IAD IT

111Prk

The Baptist Young Women
of the Northside Baptist
3-18
Church held its March
meeting in the home of Jean
Bridges.
Members planned for the
monthly project of visiting the BLONDIE
D K TO BUY
Personal Care Home at
t A -1-kirv,<ET rocz
Mayfield.
MY WIFE
Refreshment were served
by Mrs. Bridges to the tenmembers present.

ftv
Off
1/2

7:20,
9:25

Pt 1

Scene B'1 It Meet

Sportswear

7:20,
9.2J)

HIGH
ANXIETY

Bridges' Home Is

One Group
Famous Brand

at
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Ellis Center will be open
fvom ten a.m.tO three p.m. for
activities by the Senior BEETLE BAILEY
Citizens. For information call
TIME TO DO
753-0929.
MY ISOMETRIC
EXERCISES

Sale.

•.•••• .•

pop (Du [mum

Recital by John Hancock,
horn, member of MSU music
faculty, will be in the old"
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State, at
8:15 p.m.

pkitev
tastev

C6.1.

ic:A3111

ACROSS
Answer to Monday's Puzzle
3
Long.
1 Tattered
slender 0000130 C101111000
cloth
Talked
fish
0 mom° 013
4 Take'
9 Ordinance
one's part C313 013013 MEM
12 Man's
(3EDP Oacia az E
5 Chief
name
13 Irritated
executive BOOM 0300 DS
14 Guido's
121110E3 EEZIO P
6 Stamp of
high note
approval 00 GEER COM T
Commemorative
15
000 00130 Ciii[90
march
30 0110Ei 00
17 Blacksmith's Zealand
iron
parrot
blocks
8 Girrs
000000
19 Tableland
name
21 Three'9 Hawaiian 00000 sC5 00
toed sloth
30 Former # 48 The
wreath
22 Court
Russian
sweet8OP
10 Everyone
order
11 Existed
rulers
49 Greek
letter
25 A state
Perform
32
16 Danish
(abbr)
33 It is
50 Possessive
land
pronoun
27 Let it
(contr.)
division
stand
35 Poker
51 Southwestern
18 Social call
Indian
stakes -.31 Be.* 20 Conjunction
32 Things
39 Maiden
52 Music: as
22
Street
written
- added
loved by
urchins
34 Roman
54 Greek
Competitor 40 Zeus
number : 4- 23
Bitter
letter
Negative
35 High'card 24 prefix
vetch
55 Stitch
41 Spanish
36 Pose for
56 Hindu
_portrait__ 26 Aperree
- cymbals
for "yes'-'
37 Symbol for 28 Preposition 44 Emmet
59 Part of "to
46 Trial
tantalum 120 Go in
be"
38 Dimness
- •
10 11
I 2 3 114 5 6 7 8 19
41 Weight of
.„.
India
ii.4:14
42 Narrow
1111111111613 •UU
- opening • •
16
43 Prefix •
1111
1
three
44 Ventilates
29 ill
25•26
45 Latin
22 23 24
conjunction
31
II32
47 Bridge
49 Disturbs
asi,i„ 37
34•E35
53 Bear
Wr•
Mill
witness to
41
39
40
38
57 Rude
Mi.14
:
.
143
74
cabin, 58 Declare - illaa•
45 46 V§47
48
60 Beverage
61 Native
49
51
'
;7 .
4v
ii•-•6,53
54 55 56
metal
62 Domesticates 57
59
:K6.
4:
03 Shoemaker's
58•
61
, tool
LA,:•
tt:'
.4:
DOWN
th.tr by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
I Tear
2 Macaw

yi 12

Highway 641 N.

Tonitel I
Bargain Nite
At These Theatres

Crossword Puzzler

Public lecture by U. S.
Senator Richard G. Lugar of
-Indiana will be at 7:30 p.m. in
Mason Hall auditorium,
Murray State, as a part of the
Harry Lee Waterfield Lecture
Series.

7 5 3- 1 4 1

guests were served cake and
punch.
coffee in the adjoining room
The refreshment table was
decorated with a floral of the church:
arrangement of yellow daisies
ONE IN FOUR
and carnations flanked bY
The Kentucky Chapter of
c.artrilias
During the tea hours thefour
r
—theone4InindatiAn
ritaF
repor"th
ts that
groom-elect, Daniel Melson, families has someone with
and husbands of the attending arthritis.

recorded-the gifts-while Miss
Donna Rowlett taped the
ribbons from each gift to
paper plates. for the birdeelect. The honoree opened the
gift.s and displayed them on a
table overlaid with a white
cloth centered with a wedding
bell centerpiece.'
Mrs. Ray Myers and Mrs.
Billy Jack Gallamore served
refregiments of assorted nuts
and mints in the shapewand
colors of green leaves, apricot
hearts, and yellow roses,all in
the chosen Colors of the
honoree. The cake was
decorated with a rose in the
center of each piece which
was served with sherbert
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SMART,
FIGURE
IT CUT.
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Lo-4 . HEADED
, FOR THE BIG
TOWN ...
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SIR, HE'S A .KILLER,
BUT POLICE RULES
FORBID BRUTALITY
TO PRISONERS.

A GOOD RULel
FOR POLICE.
COLONEL . BUT
14i NOT ONE.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

St. Patrick'sPatry
Held At Ellis Center

into this day. There will be
counterand
proposals
proposals. Do not be swayed by
emotionalism or bias. Let good
judgment be your guide.
ARIES
(vs
SAGITTARIUS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
eirklei>
i Nov. 23 to Dee'. 21) )
In job matters, use technique
_ Note Scorpio. Your outlook
proved potent in the past, but similar. Be careful not to
also be ready to consider new
misinterpret others' meanings
angles, methods, etc. Couple
and not to be misunderstood
resoluteness with a certain
yourself. Shun mere gossip.
amount of flexibility, _
CAPRICORN
TAURUS
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
n
Apr. 21. to May 21).
Don't shift from one plan or
An unexpected Invitation to ,. activity to another withoot
an evening get-together,
'reason. Don't make promites
some Iliteresting surprisei7Just
you can't keep and do not aim
what you need!
for the unreasonable. A day for
ung
GEMINI
,
-0.
„*caution.
I May 22 to June 21)
AQUARIUS
461616
A good day for launching - Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
constructive
plans
and
Review finances, domestic
pneLacia; also -kr .developini aduations,lutige needs. There
helpful-contacts. Just one admay be room for improvement
monition, however: Don't let
in your plans. If one idea proves
emotions influence your
unworkable, try another.
decisions.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 70)
CANCER
Overcome any hesitancy that
awe 22_ta)14 231
could- prevent you fit=
Small things May a:Y.- your
producing in your usual top
patience, but you have the will
form. Aim for special
pqwer
to
overcome
achievement rather than acarggravation. Use it! Keep your
complishment by volume.
mind clear so you can act appropriately
at strategic
YOU BORN TODAY are an
moments.
extremely outgoing, lively and
LEO
-enthusiastic individual; always
(July 24 to Aug. 23i 412
active and energetic, with a real
Auspicious influences favor
zest for living and giving all you
_partn.er_shipo,
promise
have to the world. You act with
cooperation in putting over new
which
force,
impelling
projects, capitalizing on unique
sometimes results in anideas. Don'tproerastinate.
tagonism. Be watchful on this
VIRGOr'
point. You are creative in your
Ade'24 to Sept. 23) nr
tendencies — could succeed,in
ActivineP speed up now —
almost any of the arts — but
especially in the early afhave0 Practical side, too, which
ternoon. ,Partieulariy- favored:
c
- old make ou an outstanding
personal relationships, corn.
business executive, statesman
-mwdeations of every type.
or scientist.
LIBRA
(S.ept. 24 to Oct. 23)'An
Look for better ways to
handle your obligations: There
are Always improved methods,
devices, implements. And YOU
can be the one to devise them.
SCORPIO
(-Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rq'
Much deep thought should go
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

By Abigail Van Buren
1975 b, Chicago TY,Pure N Y News Syna Inc

DEAR ABBY: My husband hasn't kissed me since
November 10, 1975. That's the day we got married. When
we went together, F ed was always kind of stinvv witjjs
-11gRM- nut ne did kiss me oFcasionally.
Everybody in our family knows how Fred feels about
kissing, and they think he's weird.
Yesterday at a family gathering when I went to kiss
him I he never kisses me, but sometimes I kiss him, he
turned his head away and said, "You know I don't kiss

DEAR NO: Your husband is the one who needs the help.
He needs professional help to resolve his hang-up about
kissing. If he vetoes that, your alternatives are obvious:
either resign yourself to a kissless marriage, or kiss off

DEAR ABBY: My husband has five children from a
previous marriage. Some of them are married with
children of their own,and some still live with their mOthe-r.
I am responsible for buying, wrapping and sending all
the gifts for their birthdays. Christmas, etc. Ille pays for
them, and I must say he is not cheap.1
The problem:
am filled up to the gills with his
ungrateful children, who never bother calling him to say.
-Thank you." "Kiss my foot." or anything else. For all we
know, the gifts weren't even received. I know he's hurt.
but he insists on sending them presents year after year fiar
every -occasion:
I continue to buy for my husband's children.
should I tell him to do it, or should I buy them all a book on
manners?
TIRED OF IT
'DEAR TIRED: I agree, your husband is foolish to
continue sending gifts to ingrates, and I don't blame you
for balking. But look at it this way—you are doing it for
him, not them.

DEAR ABBY: lam a 9-year-old girl and I have a cosh
on a 10-year-old boy. Almost all the girls like him, but he
doesn't like girls. lie doesn't even know they are girls, lie
thiOs girls are just people.
!
I talked to my teacher about this and she said boys- are
like that.
How should I act in front of him? I really want him to
notice me.SERIOUS IN CHICAGO
DEAR SERIOUS: Pretend that you don't notice him.
And when he realizes that you aren't noticing HIM, he will
wonder why, ahd will probably b•gin to notice you. Boyi
are like that.
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret
of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be PopuTar:
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $I with a
long,
self-addressed, stamped 124 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive. Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

Jay Lockhart
Of Sugar Land, Texas
is speaker

For A Special Series of Meetings
at the

University Church of Christ

March 26th-31st
Sun: 9:-30 a.m., 10:30 a.m.,6:00 p.m.
Mon.-Fri.: 7:00-7:30 a.m.
and 7:00 p.m.

and Mrs. Joe Gertzen. Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Gurgoyne, Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Marvin, Mr.
and Mrs. Ted Schleuter.
Mr.
and Mrs. Norman Klapp,O. C.
McLemore, Willy Emerson,
Mrs. Meme Mattingly, Mrs.
CalistarClanton, Mrs. Flora
Ford: Mrs. Birdie Parker.
Mrs. Gertzen led the group Mrs. Mary Lamb, Mrs. Lillie
in games and singing of Irish
Outland, Mrs. Thelma Parker,
songs with Mrs. Thyra- Mrs.
Katie Overcast, Mrs.
Crawford at the piano. This Hildred
Sharpe, Mrs. Lucille
was a joint meeting of the Rollins, Mrs. Erna
LovettGolden Age __Club and the Mrs. - Thyra-- Crawford,
Mrs.
Senior Citizens.
Pauline Cooper, Mrs. Ethel
Refreshments of ,sand-._ See, Mrs. Florine Erwin, Mrs.
withes, cookies, cake, coffee, Novie Hale, Mrs, Eulalya
Mrs.
tea, and lemonade were Warren,
Edna
served to the thirty-two McReynolds, Mrs Flnq.sip
Snow, 'and Miss Christine
persons present.
Those attending were Mr. Thruman.

Everything Must Go To Make
Room For New Spring Lines!
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STORE HOURS
Mon.-Sat.
9:00'To 11:00
Sunday
1:00 To 5:00

DOUBLE KNITS
Designer Lengths
1 To 5 Yds.
Solids 5,Faneies
Values to 53.99 Id.

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
HIGHWAY 641 & ARCADIA COURT

99.

Yd.

- CALCUTTA
Save 's - Reg. $2.99
Solid colors - yearround favorite for
pants, skirts, jumpsuits.
etc.

Yd.
$
1 99

lag

BROADCLOTH

ENTIRE STOCK OF REG. $2.99 YD.
ON BOLTS
Crepe Stitch, Pont.
De Roma, Assorted
Fancy Stitches, Etc.

Save - $1.46 Value
Polyester Cotton
2 to 10 yd. lengths
Many colors & check sizes

$199

Yd.

OUTING
FLANNEL

Save
Yd.

POLYESTER DOUBLE
KNIT SHORTIES

25c

yd

99,

OR
POLYESTER
DOUBLEDOUBLE KNITS

39

White Polyester
& Cotton
Fine Finish
Reg. $1.49

Any Patterp In Our
Entire Stock
•McCall's
•Simplicity
Values To $2.25

Yd.

IRON-ON

GABARDINE

INTERFACING
yd

Save 64% - Peg. .69 Id.
65% Poly
35% Rayon
Machine
Washable

4 yds sl°°

THANK YOU MURRAY
Due To Your Wonderful Response, We Are Continuing Our
Grand Opening Ad For A Third Great Week.

Pc.

ICIE EDE WOMAN

NE ED 11 WOMAN

Yd.

PATTERNS

Polyester

2/31 $299 valve
I to 3 yd.
99C
lengths
Solid Colors

Yd.

$1 99

Sensational Buy!
Ideal For Blouses
Elegant Dresses
& Party Wear, Etc.

POLY-FILL

1 29

Poly & Cotton
Dress Blouse
Weight In Blue

SAYE 1/2•REG.63.99

Yd.

Values To $3.99 If On Bolts
2 To 1 Yd.
Many
Matching Pieces

Save 35% • Reg. $1.99

INTERLOCK KNITS

Save'3•Reg. $2.99
•Solid Colors
*On Bolts

99c

CHAMBRAY

PRINTED POLYESTER

TERRY CLOTH

Solid colors
Thick.
Fleecy nap
Many colors

WORK-SHIRT TYPE

PINWALE CORDUROY
Save 1/3
45" wide - solid colors
$1 99
Beg. $2.99
Poly i Cotton - Fashion favorite
Yd.

STRETCH

99

$149
Yd.
•

ANL

6e

Save 30% Reg. $1.99
Fell 1 lb.
bags for
stuffing toys, $
pillows, etc.
1

MURRAY,
KY.

No purchase necessary to register. Tee de not
have to be present at drawing to win.

Many uses-99' Value
fashions, quilt backs,
crafts, etc.

I

Save'2 - neg. $2.99
Levi-Type, Indigo
Blue, Faded Blue,
Navy Blue-Brushed
Nerd Finish

REGISTER NOW FOR DRAWING
SATURDAY,APRIL 8th

NATURAL
MUSLIN

$1 99

DENIM

FREE - '50 GIFT CERTIFICATE

Yd

;

& More

LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY

753-GOGO (4646)
whoi House Office Loading,

CHECKED
GINGHAM

50% ce)

v••Colonial Bread
Boone Laundry
Co.
v.Lynn Grove Egg
v• Winchester Printing
v.Benton Auto Supply
Parker Grocery
,
v• Pepsi Cola-Paducah '
Otasco
v.James Sykes Plumbing
The Bank of Murray
vy'Summons Bakery
v. Blalock-Coleman
v.Peoplet Bank
Funeral Home
v-Ledger And Times
Shop
v.Tlie Tux
v•WNBS Radio
,
fr IGA
v.Sears-Murray

POLYESTER & ACRYLIC

Re-Modeling

Reduced

vt4a-Churs
Liquid Fertilizer

v. Murray Auto Parts
v-Flov-O-Rich

TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS, .i
41
misgi6
No Charge by us.
Price same as direct.
For Information and
Travel Literature call

A/

Many
Items

Dottie Shoppe

Trove' ConSultonl

RR

66

arts

Off Everything In Store

express our ap eciation to the people
and firms that provided services and
material for our Annual Civitan Pancake
Day,

- I \

Students from Calloway
County High School are
among those named 'to the
dean's lists in severaTcolleges
at the Universtiy of Kentucky,
Lexington, for the 1977 fall
semester.
To be honored by their
deans, students must achieve
a ,high academic standing
based on a 4.0 grading system.
Colleges reporting their deans
list are agriculture, allied
health, architecture, business
and
economics,
communications, education,
engineering, fine arts, home
-ec-onomics, nursing,. and
social professions.
Those --from
Calloway
County were as follows:
George Rudy Allbritten, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Allbritten,
309 North Sixth Streeth,
Murray, and Vicki Lowery
Boyd'," daughter of Mrs.
Hubert
Cothran,
1500
Parklane, Murray, college of
business and economics; Timothy Philpot, ion of Mr.and Mrs. Lawrence Philpot,
Murray Route Two, college of
engineering; Anne Louise
Gregor!,.,, daughter of Mr. arai,)
Mrs. John -Gregory, Jr.,
Murray Route Seven, and
Michele Renee Richardson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bethel 'Melia Fds-Ori,--1Wurr
—ay
Route Seven, college .of fine

Sale
20%

We would like to
Itke this opportunity to

See Marjorie Major

INAIY
sAvi e. Lupo,

----Nlidents Are
Aamed To
Dean's List

edette

Thank-You

The Ellis Community
Center was the scene of.a St.
Patrick's Day party held on
Friday, March 17, at 6:30 p.m.
with Mrs. Joe, Gertzen,
president of Golden Age Club,
in
charge - of
the
arrangements.

)(CI.

His mother' said, "Fred, your wife isn't. fist anybody."
He just shrugged his shoulders and ,said, "I don't like to
kiss. So sue me.- and that was the end of it.
Abby, I keep myself immaculate, and my mouth is
always clean so that can't be it. It -doesn't seem natural for a
man not to want to kiss his ay n wife. Believe it or not, we
have a good sex life, but he just skips the kissing part and
gets right down to business. Outside of that he treats me
great and is a terrific guy and I really love him, but should
a married Woman have to live,with.otit kisses?.Please help-me".
NO KISSES IN CONN.

,Ah(,uld

s

FOR WEDNESDAY,MARCH 29, W78

Can Love Survive
Without a Kiss?

Mthruy
Ledger & Tune!.

Senior Citizens)

Frances Drake

tit-De/a A1361.

iolb

Ill Interest 'Fri

NEEDEL WOMAN

Ea.
Non-Roll

-

ELASTIC
Save 56% Reg. 45
Polyester
white

5 Yds.$100
I
THREAD
Reg. 45'
Polyester
White
Colors
Limit 10

1 OC

'

Spool

NEEDIL WOMAN
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Looking Back

Opinion Page
GC EST EDITOR!11,
In Menior

)

10 Years Ago

Of

Nathan B.Stubblefield,
Nov., 1860-March,1928

THE JIMMY
CARTER
ROLLER COASTER
\

I.. J. IIORTIN

Fifty years ago— on March
28, 1928—Nathan B. Stubblefield, inventor of radio, died
in a little tenant house "on the
north side of a farm owned by
Guy Downs, near Vancleve,
about five miles northeast of
Murray."
He was alone, penniless, often hungry, and almost forgotten. Two days later (on March
30, Ronald Churchill drove his
father, J. H. Churchill, coroner
of Calloway County, to the little
house in - response to a
telephone.call. "Several neigh- bors were there," Ronald said,
"but no one had entered the
building." It was a one-room
building with a boxed-in buggy
shed attached. (It was decided
at the subsequent inquest that
Pogue.
Mr.'Stubblefield. has been dead
His article quoted President
two days.)
Wells as saying, "a young man
When they discovered the
from Illinois had to come to our
body, "There was was a large
community and discover the
cat inside the room sitting near
truth about this man (Nathan
Mr. Stubblefield's head,"
Stubblefield)." (Editor's note:
Ronald explained. There was
This'writer came to Murray in
only an empty milk bottle and
May,1928.)
some dried beans in the room."
Many, many person in
On March 28, 1930, the college
Murray have contributed to the
and town participated in the
restoration of the name of
dedication of a bronze and
Nathan B. Stubblefield to its
granite memorial monument
rightful place in history.
on the campus of Murray State
Among these in ths 1930's were
Teachers College.
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, Mr. VerThis marker stands there
non Stubblefield, Sr., W. Z. Cartoday—moved a few yards to
ter, Dr. Charles Hire, the
make room for parked
Murray Excange Club, Murray
cars—and it tells the story simRotary Club, Dr. Will Mason,
ply and truthfully: "Here In
Bernard Stubblefield (the in1902, Nathan
Stubblefield,
ventor's son) and dozens of
1860-1929, Inventor of Radio,
others.
Broadcast and Received the
Why wasn't Stubblefield
Human Voice By Wireless. Fie
recognized before his death as
Made Experiments 10 Years
inventor of radio? One reson
Earlier. His Home Was MO Feet
was the fact that his invention
West."
was known as the "wireless
The story of the dedication of
telephone." In 1890, when Stubthe monument on March 28,
blefield probably was first able
1930, was written by Forrest C.
to "broadcast and receive" by
Pogue for the College News.
wireless, the word "radio" was
Pogue was student in a Feature
not in use—just as the
Writing Journalism Class that
automobile was first called a
assisted their teacher in
"Horseless
carriage."
developing the story of the
"Wireless telephone" became
forgotten genius. Others in the
"radio-telephone" and today
class were Martha Kelly,
simply "Radio." Britishers
Harry Heath, Oneita Weldon,
sometimes still refer to it as the
Duke Mayfield and Rube Thur"wireless."
sten. The teacher, with this
Radio is defined as a device
class, originated the project,
for electronically transmitting
researched the story, and
sound and voice over condesigned and raised funds for
siderable distance without inthe marker.
tervening wires. Murray and
Young Pogue, who was about
Calloway citizens believe that
17 or 18 years of age at the time,
their native son, Nathan B.
estimated that there were
Stubblefield, was the first on
about 2500 person in attendance
this planet to conceive, conat the dedication. "Business
struct, and demonstrate such
houses closed and schools of
device...Yes, it was a radio.
Murray dismissed classes from
As the poet wrote,"Lord God
9:30 until 12 o'clock for the
of Hosts, Be with us yet, lest we
dedicatory services," wrote
forget."

SULTS
The big letdown

Garrotes Galley

By M.C. Garrott

He Went Fishing And Caught
The Keys To A Good Life
Some time back I wrote about my 96year-old friend, Mr. Quint Guier, and
some of the young people whose lives he
has touched and inspired.
One was a young lad by the name of
Douglas Black from Arkansas, and
whom Mr. Guier met one day in 1962
when the two of them were fishing at
-Kentucky Lake..
Eleven years old at the time, young
Black lived in McNeil, Ark., and all
these 16 years since then they've
maintained a close, personal
relationship.
A few days after the column appeared, another good friend, Grogan
Roberts, who lives -6yer on North 8th
Street, told me that he was a greatuncle of the lad's, and after an exchange of letters with Douglas' mother,
Mrs. Wanda Black in McNeil, he has
brought us up to date on the young
'inan—some of which information Mr.
Guier also will be learning for the first
time.
Mrs. Blark's mother, the former
Sally Roberts from here, is a sister of
Mr. Grogan Roberts,
+++
When Douglas met Mr. Guier, he was
in Calloway County visiting his great-

grandparents, the late Mr. and Mrs.
Norman C. Roberts out on Route 3. His
parents had taken him to the lake and
left him to fish for a while.
..'When we returned,'— his mother
wrote, "we found,an excited boy. He
had made a new friend, Mr. Guier. He
came up the bank, one hand clutching a
brown paper,gack on which Mr. Guier
had written his name and address."
Thus began the unusual and lasting
bond between the boy and an elderly
man that continues today.
For two or three years, young
Douglas and Mr. Guier regularly exchanged letters before they again met.
This time Douglas' parents drove hime
out to_Kirksey where the Guiers lived,
and he spent the day with them. On that
visit, Mr. Guier gave him a cow's horn.
11—still is one of his most cherished
possessions.
The letters Mr. Guier wrote were
interesting and inspiring, Mrs. Black
went on to write. "And, always, there
was the constant urging and challenge
for Doug to do his best at whatever he
undertook. Most of all, Mr. Guier encouraged him to get an education."
++
Douglas shared the letters not only

with his family, but parts of them also
with his classmates at school. His
mother also used some of them with the
6th grade English class -she taught,
illustrating good examples of letter
writing.
. As an indirect result, Mr. Guier's
writings not only challenged young
Douglas, but many other young people
in Southwest Arkansas. A couple of
excerpts from these letters read like
this:
"Be a good boy, tell me all about your
school and about your school work.
Give my love to your father and
mother,'and remember, don't ever let
them down. They are your best friendAnother: "You have completed about
half your school year. I hope you_made
good grades, and are ptoud of your
work. I hope you will be glad to begin a
new term. Enter it gladly. Acquire and
develop this attitude that lets you do
your school work gladly and not be
driven like a galley slave. Make study
fun, and some day you will be proud of
yourself. I will be proud of you, too."
++

Stab Key who has been named All
Purcase, Mr. Jackson Purchase, Mr.
Calloway County, and a host of other
honors on the basketball floor, has
signed a grant-in-aid. with the
University of Kentucky, Lexington. He
is a senior at Calloway County High
School and is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Calvin Key.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Effie
Holland, age 85, William Jasper (Uncle
Billy) Miller,age 86, and the Rev. -Will
F. Swift, age 98:
New officers of the Murray Woman's
Club are Mrs. Don Keller, Mrs. James
E. Garrison, Mrs. Betty Hunter, Mrs.
A. G. Wilson, Mrs. Pearl Tucker, and
Mrs. Purdom Outland.
John Hina presented the program at
the meeting of the Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi held on
March 25.
Uncle Jeff's is celebrating the grand
opening of the all newly remodeled
store this week. -

"

20 Years Ago

The Murray Training School Band,
directed by Kristian Carne, and the
Junior High Chorus will present --a
musical program on April 3 in the third
floor music room of the Murray
Training School.
Deaths reported include Fred Hale,
.4lge 60, and Alvin Hogue, age 64.
Births reported include a girl, Sarah
Catherine, to Mr. and Mrs. James
Mason Ross on March- 16.
Harvey Glenn Elder, minister of the
Antioch Church of Christ, gave the
devotion, and the grade students
presented a musical program at the
Meeting of-the Lynn Grove High School
Parent-Teacher Association, according
to Mrs. Billy Murdock, president.
Murray Knights beat Lyon 'County,
Hardin beat PJC, Princeton beat Feast,
and Hugg beat Benton to advance to the
semi-finals of the Atomic Valley
Basketball League Tournament played
here.

30 Years Ago _
The Easter Community Service was
held Easter ,Morning at the Murray
High School athletic field. The Rev.
Samuel C. McKee of the College
Presbyterian Church and president of
the Murray Ministerial Association
brought the message.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Clancy
Vance, age 58, and Glenda Sue Arnett,
infant girl.
The flag pole in the courthouse
square was recently repaired and given
a new coat of paint through the efforts
of the - Murray ,Lions Club.
The-Revs. Leslie Gilbert, Wendell H.
Rone, E. A. Somers, Buron Richerson,
D. W. Billington, T. G. Waller, Bonnell
Key, L. W. Carlin, and M. M. Hampton
will be speakers at the Bible Conference to be held at the Sinking-Spring
BaptIll Church March 29 to April 4.
''The Bachelor and the Bobby-Sorr"
starring Cary Grant, Myrna Loy, and
Shirley Temple is showing at the
Varsity Theatte.

Douglas went on to finish high school
at McNeil,-where he was active in
!"..
an :uron
Worts. graduating in 1968. An outstanding basketball player, he was
president of the student council in
senior year: a • delegate of Arkansas
Boys State in 1968; a counselor in the
same program in 1969; and received the
By The Associated Press
Wm. FL Danforth "I Dare You Award."
Today is Tuesday, March 28, the 87th
In 1970, he entered the Arkansas
day of-1978. There are 278 days left in
National Guard, and is-first lieutenant
the year.
in the Guard today after graduating
Today's highlight in history:
from Officers candidate School at Ft.
On this date in 1939, the Spanish Civil
I'm at a loss on how to assess this
Benning, Ga., 4.1972. Three -months
of a constitutional amendment. KenWar ended as Madrid fell to the forces
session of the General Assembly. earlier, he-also had graduated from the
tucky approved the Equal Rights
of Francisco Franco.
Arkansas Military Academy.
So, forgive me if this effort isn't as
Amendment in 1972.
On this date:
In May, 1975, he graduated from
comprehensive as you think it should
On top of that, the U. S. Supreme
In 1483, the Italian painter Rapahel
Southern Arkansas State College at
be.
Court already has ruled that women are
was born ireUrbino.
Magnolia and today is a district landIt was „a session interrupted by
entitled to equal pay for equal work,
man with the E. H. Hunt Energy
-In 1930, the name of the Turkish city
weather, the likes of which none of us
and the court in all other cases has' Corporation in Oklahoma City.
of Constantinople was changed to
He anel
has seen in'our years of maturity. But,
ruled equal rights for women in every
his wife, Delma, have a six-months-old
Istanbul.
this is no excuse. Neither is there any
cage that came before the court. It
son and live in Yulton.Okla.
- Ten years ago: One black was killed
excuse for the General Assembly
seems to me there was a cauldron
+++
and 62 people injured during a
spending 60 days on ERA or laetrile, all
stirred up over nothing. Yet, this issue
demonstration in Memphis, Tenn., led
emotional issues.
was debated from the opening minutes
"Doug's father and I always have
by Dr. Martin Luther King.
There were really four big issues
of this session until its close, and
been grateful to Mr. Guier for taking
Five years ago: U.S. planes were
before the legislators:
- Lieutenant Governor Thelma,-Stavall _the_ time to write- and encourage a - carrying out
—The Governor's butiget,
heavy raids in Cambodia
ceremoniously vetoed the resolution in
young boy," his mother wrote on. "He
as Communist forces attempted to cut
—Education
an attempt at a pyrrhic victory.
very definitely made a tremendous
off the capital of Phnom Penh from food
—Strip mine regulations.
resolutions, as I understand them,
impact
on Douglas' life in those forand military supplies.
—Workmen's compensation inare the sole work and property of the
mative years and continues to do so."
surance.
One year ago: U.S.-Soviet talks in
General Assembly. Resolutions are
++++++
Moscow on detente-and arrns controls
The Governor's budget passed, but
messages to congress or the state
opened in Moscow with the Soviets
not without a hassle over the governor's
government. They have no power of
Isn't that a heart-warming story!
tyring with petty politics to cut out the
criticizing American statements on
It reminds me of "Daddy Buck," the.
law, and it is not within the provice of
human rights.
state auditor's appropriations and put
•
approve-0T
80-plus
disapprove
to
governor
-year-old
the
neighbor of ours when I
Today's birthdays: English actress
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following
As a teacher I spend a great deal of hom solely on a fee basis.
was a youngster living in Guthrie, Ky.,
a resolution.
Flora Robson is 76 years old. Actress
The governor's education bills all
letter written ur response to "Atchley's time trying to teach young children to
and who would take me on his knee and
Certainly, I am not a constitutional
passed,
Carolyn Jones is 45.
which
Angle" which appeared in the march lO sense the difference between right and
is the biggest creidt the
tell me about the Civil War, I still have
lawyer, but in all of my journalistic
edition of-The Murray Ledger 81 times.) wrong, to develop their own moral governor and the legislators laid up for
Thought for today: It takes stronger
experience, and advice from men
the little Stevens'-Maynard Jr. .22character to stand good fortune than
themselves
in
this
session.
character, to show responsibility and
always
have
familiar with the law, I
caliber rifle he gave-me, admonishing
Dear Editor
bad fortune — Roger Babson,
Strip mine regulations and laws
respectfor other people's thoughts and
understood that resolutions are the soul
me to "never point it at any living
I was very disappointed with your
depend
American finaneierritatistician, 1875a
whole
lot
upon
what
the final
property, while at the same time to
provice of the General Assembly.
creature."
1967.
article on Classroom Commandments teach them the subject matter.
federal regulations bring out in August.
Gevernor Carroll first said that he
But that's another story I'll have to
on March 20,1978. I am pleased that our
If more families spent time with their There may be necessity for a special
tell you some other time.
goin to keeps a hands-off position
was
legislature felt the Ten Commandment children and taught them respect for, session, but you can credit the General
Murray Ledger & Times
What a great country we could make
on all bills that were not administration
should be posted in the schools. This or at least read to them the Ten Com-... Assembly with trying to cope with a
this one and what a beautiful life it
bills. But he didn't stick with taht. Half
gives hie hope that our, country is
Publisher
Walter'. Apperson
mandments, given to us by the Master problem on which it wandered around
would be for us all if there were more
way through the session he took a hand
Editor
R Gene McCutcheon
headed in the right direction.
in
the
dark
because
of
the
federal
Teacher, the job of teaching young
Times
is published
Murray
ledger
&
The
and
there
Mr.
is
a
possibility,
bills,
Guiers among us and more young
in other
I felt that your article was not only a
ever) afternoon except Sundays. July 4. ('hristchildren, young adults or even working government.
administration
"Vie
people
had
to
or
the
with
that
sense
enough
Thanksgiving
to
New
Year's
b)
Day
and
mas
1)a).
listen
to
slam to the teaching profession but also
Workmen's compensation insurance
with our co-workers, would be made
Murray, Newspapers, Inc , 103 N 4th St .
and heed their wisdom.
would have gotten completely
session
sacrilegious. I do not know of any
ended up in a fiasco, but only time will
Murra). K) 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
much sunnier.
out of hand.
Murra). Ky 42071
teacher who conducts his or her
By obeying the Ten Commandments tell how this affects the economy of the
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
one
thing
did
the
There's
legislature
classroom in the manner described in
carpers.
s
tate.
At first blush, you might say the
$250 per month, payable in advance
the wRrld would begin to live in harfrontier
reutrned
spirit.
to
the
it
do;
BY
mail in Calloway County and to Benton. Haryour a ticle. You might have meant for
mony and peace. Isn't that what we are governor was working at cross purdin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky , and
Many bills were dilated thp.t-enthis to be amusing but I for one did not striving for?
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear, Tn . $17 50 per
poses between satisfying labor and
upon
rights.
individual
croached
year By mail to other destinations, $3250 per
find it so.
Your article was unfair and unjust to promoting the future economy and
year
Several consumer protection bills were
peaketh the Lord of hosts
The public opinion is that the
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
growth
of
the
state.
people who have chosen the field of
saying, Be Id, the man whose name on this score.
down
turned
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
teacher's Job is from eight to three,
At the risk of alienating a portion of
education as their call in life. I for one
.Acticiation
is The BRA H; and he shall grow
Make your own assessment. We may
which is not the case. A teacher has put
Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
am proud to be in the teaching the feminine citizens of Kentucky, I
up out of his pSie, and he shall build
view within a few weeks
broader
a
repu lish local news originated by The Murray
get
in many hours before school starts,
profession and to able to call myself a want to ask one question: What difthe
ledger
& Times as well as all other AP news
temple
of the Lord" Zechariah
after the governor has signed or
after school ends, at nights, on
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
ference does is rrrake whatever action
teacher.
6:12
vetewed the bills that would their way
Business Office
753-191,.•
weekends, attending workshops both in
the legislature took on ERA?
God always choose 11,, person to:
•4 successfully through this
Classified
Advertising
753-1916
session,
Retail IDisplay Advertising
state and out to keep up_with what is.
753-1919
The question at- the federal level is
special ministries. Hay 5011 lound
however devious the route- may have
Circulation
753-1916
God's place for you?
happening in the field of education.
whether a state can retract its approval
lashlee Foster
Newsand Sports 1)ept
753-1918
been.
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Chones, Can Key
'Caws By Warriors

Standing On
The Firing Line

1• 'Cats Hold Off Gallant
I Duke For National Title

By MIKE HARRIS
AP Sports Writer
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP)By Mike Brandon
Second-year swinginan Terry
Spoons1 dttor
Furlow nodded toward the
corner of the Cleveland
Cavaliers' dressing room
where veterans Jim Chones
guards. We flashed Jack in on guys," he said with a modesty sophomore center who poured
By DOUG TUCKER
and Austin Carr Slowly
the post and they had to guard that sounded genuine. "'They in 29 points in Duke's
AP Sports Writer
dressed.
'N I suppose it was because t was always an hour is outmoded. It's as much as a
ST LOUIS (AP) - The Jack one-onone in that area."' gave me some great feeds. I semifinal victory over Notre
"Those guys are really
such a Hubert Humphrey fan. Or maybe it's fantasy as The Wizard of Oz.
injustice of winning 29 games
Givens, an articulate 6-foot- took one shot that hit the Dame, wound up with 20
something else," Furlow said
It's unfortunate college sports has to be
and 'hearing only cries of 4 forward,tossed in shots from backboard and went in. That against the Wildcats and Jim
because I'm like a kid from the country who
as he basked in the glow of an
Spanarkel,a junior guard, had
walks int('the.city and speaks to everyone. like this today. It's unfortunatte that the only
"More!
More!"
from all over the court. He was was the kind of night I had."
important 9848 National
"We came very close to 21.
When they don't speak back, you find out way Joe B. Hall could be a success was by
demanding Kentucky fans unstoppable.
Basketball Association vicwinning the national championship.
what life is about. ,
evaporated into the biggest . His 16-point salvoin the final playing the total game," said, In the consolation game,
- tciry_ovei the,-Golden StateWa unfortunate that people Gan win -so „ smile Joe Hall had sired all -3.52 of the first -haif sent-the _Hall, 'fWe ciime very close to Arkansas' Ron Brewer hit a
And the same--thing holds true for
Warriors Monday night.
week ... maybe all year.
basketball. I'm the eternal optimist inside, often, they become toreciN-Av winning.
Wildcats into intermission breaking it open. We just held turnaround jumper at th
"I read the stets and saw
back a little bit because of the buzzer to give the Razorbacks
though sometimes it-doesn't seem that way Perhaps it's a reflection on our society.
"This is what it's all about," With a 45-38 lead.
“Sweets" (Chones) had 20 int-the surface. Laugh if you want, but
a 71-69 triumph over Notre
It's unfortunate a bright, young coach like
foul
problem."
the visibly relieved'and very
With n seconds left in the
rebounds and I couldn't help
Givens was not the entire Dame.
happy Kentucky coach told a game, riding the crest of an
quickly to the point: The same thing that Jim. Richards at Western Kentucky Would
it; I wenTover and gave him a
-It seemed like in this
couple of hundred ;ports eight-point lead, Hall poured Kentucky attack, only about
happened at -UK could happen here resign because of what he termed.!-tthe
hug. What an effort in a game
'
-were
undisciplined ways of today's-ymifirC
writers squeezed into a his little-used reserves onto 50 percent of it. Robey battled tournament at every wily.
someday.
like this. And Austin, what can
_makeshift interview room.
Now that you•have picked yourself un. off too much to cope with.
the court and let the starters Gminski almost to a dead heat we had to do something difyou -say about a guy like-that?
under the boards and totaled ferent," said Hall. "They
With Jack Givens putting on retire to the bench in glory.
the floor and have almost -stopped-laughmg---Riehards-was-right7-kil an athlete has to
His last name should be Class,
do in order to pass most classes is simply go
20 points. Kyle Macy had nine made those adjustments on
an awesome display of ofread ahead.
instead of Carr."
But Duke kept coming, and and Truman Claytor and Lee' the floor. They faced many
fensive prowess, firing in 41
It's been said that teams in the Ohio to classes yet, ia quite a few cases, the
Furlow„. who spent his
different styles. Duke changed
points, including his team's 14 seconds later baskets by eight apiece. •
Valley Conference are just one good, big athletes feel privileged and thus won't go to
its defenses and presented a
rookie year as a little-used
last 16 in the first half, the Gminski and Ken Dennard
man- away from being able to Play on a class. - .•
member of the star-studded
Recently,a seventh grader got quite upset
Wildcats subdued a youthful sliced the margin to four.
Gene Banks, a diamond of a lot of problems. But we adcompetitive level with schools in the SEC,
Philadelphia 76ers, came up
Duke squad Monday night 94- Back onto the court came , freshman, led Duke with 22 justed. They got the ball to the
Big 10 etc. Western Kentucky _represented with me because I hadn't covered any of his
with 16,points.,hirnself. But be
itself well andif they:d had a 6-111 or 6-11 guy team's games. The youngster,said he'd.just _313in the NCAA championship Kentucky's starters. Fight points while playing under a man who was hot and he did a-noted, "These _guys play as a
_, ---game in St. Louis' Checker- seconds later Lee soared in for death threat. NCAA officials super job, one of his finest
in the middle, they might well have won go Out and rind another newspapei.
team and everybody-Picks the
gradergilay
a
(Cs
a
shame
a stuff that destroyed confirmed during the game games ever."
when
seventh
dome.
another.game in the NCAA Tournament.
And now Hall returns to his'
other guy up. It's really ensport only to read their names in the paper.
'Fm more proud of them as whateyer slim hopes Duke that-, extra police protection
What makes UK so prestigotis? Quite And, it's iaci a lack of discipline for a
joyable." people than as basketball still had.
was summoned after two farm for the long awaited
simply, the support of its alumni and fans. seventh grader to say something like that.
"When it got scary I took telephone threats on Banks' "fishing and checking of the
players," Hall said.
The 6-foot-11 Chones, who
Let's be honest about it. Can Murray shell
Athletes peak too early. How many
'em out and put the kids back life were received at the cattle."
switched over from center to
For Duke, there will indeed
out money for summer jobs- the way baseball players are "stars" in the Little
For Kentucky, ranked No. 1 in who had done it for us," said -Checkerdome.
_
power forward with the
Lexington does? Lest we forget the NCAA League but by the time they reach 16, are
Hall with a wide grin.
"I was told about the threat be a next year. Two of Monday
virtually
the
entire
season,
emergence midway through
probation of the Wildcat football team. Or finished with sports? Why do you often see a
-For Givens,--the No. 2 scorer' -after the-game," said- Banks. 'night's starters, Banks and
victory was a must. It ha(tto
the season of Elmore Smith as
what about the seven dollars per hour salary great freshman athlete in eollege suffer the
in
Kentucky's
storied ''If that's what someone wants Dennard, have three seasons
happen,
Hall
indicated
in
a
the team's top center, grabbed
one player makes working at a horse farm? -sophomore jinx?"
Sunday news conference, or in basketball-history, it was the to do, so be it. I believe in God remaining. Spanarkel has one
his.20 rebounds in 30 minutes
Seven dollars an hour?
The answer is that most of the athletes_ the minds of Kentucky highest point total in an 'and as long as!have my,faith, and Gminski and guard John
of action.
Harrell have two.
Not long ago, I saw a fan walk up to a who are so successful feel they've reached followers the entire season jelastrious career.
I won't worry about it."
"I've been rebounding well
"We'll be back," the Duke
The fan the peak and these's =place else to go. It would be a failure.
basketball coach ,after a big
"Give credit to the other
Gminski, the 18-year-old
the last month and a half,"
faithful chanted in the closing
shook hands wit!) the coach and left a crisp takes them a year or two to get their heads
So, too, presumably, would
Chones explained happily.
minutes and chances are that
tone hundred dollar 'bill in the right band of back on, some'never do. _
have been the careers of four
-There's no need being out
the Blue Devils will.
the coach.
So
ye athletes who are stars in high school seniors who made up tbe heart
there.unless I rebound, being
In another instance, a college basketball go college and expect to have- the world
of this Wildcat squad ...
6-11. Rebounding and setting
player (riot at Murray) was getting paid an ha ed to thern on a golden platter. A lot of Givens, forward Rick Robey,
picks, that's the part of
--astronomical salary for parking cars in a them end up standing on the street corner._ center Mike Phillips and
game we really, need at this
"We stand behind
garage-ar-arranto-deatei ay.
Yes, we-at-Mtirray could Orb-chit-60r buy) super-sub James-Lee.
time of the year from me."
-ST LOUIS (AP) - It was 2, Jackson 5 1-211, Wilcox 10.0
our work. That's
Things_weregreat for the player until he a national championship soimeday. But is
Those four were freshmen
.
Carr, playing with a heavy
was caught one eyening driving a Cadilac that what we want?
when Hall's team lost to UCLA only a consolation game. 2, Woolridge 0 1-2 1. Totals 27
No.5.why
Reason
chest cold, led five Cavaliers
_ through town instead of the parking garage.
" in Abe 1975 NCAA finals. The Neither coach particularly 15-2369.
I'm
not
for
sure
just
how
happy
Joe
Hall
is
let us
should
you
in doublefigures witliNtpoints
Halftime-Arkansas 40,
-Myone who thinks college sports isn't on today. Win or lose last night, in the long run, n'ext , year they won the ,wanted to play it. But for Run
while playing 39 minutes.
taxes."
your
do
Notre
Dame
36. Total,
a professional _level is fooling themselves in it seems that he may turn out the loser
National Invitation Tour- Brewer, the feeling wasn't
-Weary, Cleveland-'s---fouls-z-Arkanma IV-Mitre
--- e w-No-thiiik we because of all the pressure put on hinibY-UKthe same manner as Pq;o
-seasonsecond in a row, kept the
22.
"Notre Dame was a big Dame
have no drug problem. •
bowed to North Carolina in the
fans and alumni.
Cavaliers in sole possession of
Technical-Arkansas
game
for
bench.
us,"
he
said.
The image of the basketball player raking
It's time intercollegiate sports did some East Regional finals.
third place in the NBA Central
The Arkansas star, and the
leaves on Saturday morning for two dollars serious soul searching.
In between they had won
-- Division. They head into
Championship DUKE(88)
three -Southeastern Con- rest of the Razorback players,
1•11
tonight's game here with
Banks 610-12 n, Dennard 5
played
the
NCAA's
third-place
ference championships and
0-0
Seattle one game ahead of
10,
Gminski
6
8-8
20,
.
Henry W Block
,veraged more than 22 vic- consolation game Monday
New Orleans-and a 1% games
night with championship Harrell 2 0-04,Spanarkel8 5-6
It we prepare your return and
-tories per year.
ahead of Atlanta in the race
21, Suddath 1 2-3 4; Bender 1 5he IRS should call you in for
"This is what we've been intensity:"
57, Goetsch 0 0-0 0. Totals 29
for the last two Eastern
ci audit. Nod< will go with
And
that
emotional
aiming for," Hall said in the
30-3488. KENTUCKY (94)
Conference playoff berths.
at no extra charge. .Not
flush of victory. "This is what ingredient helped the Southas your legal representative
The triumph ended Golden
Givens 18 5-8 41, Robey 84-6
west
Conference
power
pull
our fans have been wanting."
hut to answer any question,
State's three-game winning
out a dramatic 71-69 victory at 20, Phillips 1 2-2 4, Macy 3 3-4
ab.out how your taxes writ'
By PAUL LeBAR
, string and put a crimp in the
. Givens, who writes with his Givens, who ranks second
9,
Claytor
3
2-4
8,
Lee
4
0-0
8,
his the Checkerdome.
venting
After
prepared.
behind
Dan
Issel
among
AP
Sports
Writer
Warriors' already . slim
right hand but shoots with his
frustrations the day before the - "It was a great thrill to beat Shilder 1 0-1 2, Aleksinas 0 0-0
ST. LOUIS (AP) -- "I took left, was surprised to find the Kentucky's all-time scoring gante, Hall was asked if he Notre Dame," said Brewer, 0, Williams 1 0-02, Cowan 00-0
Western Conference playoff
one shot in the second half and middle of Duke's 2-3zone open leaders with 2,001 points, was might retire to his beloved who accounted for the 0,Stephens0 0-0 0, Courts 00-0
hopes.
asked if he planned to
it hit the side of the backboard to him.
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
Arkansas victory personally 0, Gettelfinger 0 0-0 0 Casey'O
farm with the title in hand.
The Warriors slipped behind
and went in," said Kentucky's
"We thought they'd play it celebrate.
"I can't answer that right with a 20-foot shot at the 0.00. Totals 39 16-25 94.
84-74 during that stretch, then
Jack Givens. "That's the kind like Michigan State and fill the "Sure, I'll celebrate," he now," he said of the possibility buzzer.
Halftime-Kentucky 45,
charged back to trail only 1%-of night I was having."
Middle," he said. "Instead, said. "But right now I've got that the pressures of Kentucky
"A lot of people think that Duke 38. Fouled out-Den84 with 3:38 remaining.
Givens, a 6-foot-4 senior they left the Middle open. I schoolwork to catch up with, basketball might drive him shot by Ron Brewer was a nard,
Phillips.
Total
753-9204
However, the Cavaliers ran
forward from Lexington, Ky., was surprised that (center I've got my degree locked up, out of Lexington.
OFFICE HOURS
lucky- one," said -Arkansas fouls-Duke 22, Kentucky 26.
-- off six_ straight points with
9 am to pm Weekdays
didn't make every shot he Mike) Gminski didn't try to but there's still a lot of work to
But it all seemed academic Coach Eddie Sutton."But he's Technical-Duke bench.
Smith hitting a pair-of- baskets
9 am to 5 pm Sat
threw up Monday night- but come out and block my shots. I be done. Once that's taken as the packed house of 18,721 done that about eight or nine A-18,721.
and blocking a shot to set up
care
plan
to
just
go
he
came
close
enough,
hitting
wanted the ball anytime I
°I.
watched Givens perform his times, hitting a last shot to win
the other one.
18 of 27 from the floor and could-get it, because I had the fishing and enjoy life for magic. The final score was ball games. He's the one we
awhile."
-finishing with 41 points in shots."
actually deceptive. Duke, always want to have the ball
Kentucky's 9448 victory over
Givens, wearing the cords Givens, who has spent his which started two freshmen, when the clock is running out.
Duke in the finals of the NCAA from one of the baskets summers working in a bank in two sophomores and a junior,
"This year he hit a couple
basketball championships at around his neck, was mobbed' Lexington, - was uncertain led only once, when Mike just like that for us. lie's a
the Checkerdome.
by newsmen following his about the possibility of a Gminski scored the game's clutch player. He's one of the
Givens scored 23 points in dramatic performance, his career in pro basketball.
very best players to every
first basket.
WAR4,
EZEM SRI
_ "I'm going to find out what
the first half, including The best game in four seasons.
Everybody seemed nervous play at Arkansas."
the
he
are,"
Wildcats' • last 1 His peropportunities
His mother Betty, brother
BIG
Brewer had no doubt about
at the outset. Each team
formance was
three shy Anthony, 23, and sister said. "It appeals to me, but started with a turnover and what he was, going to do
of the cha 'onship game Barbara, 25, worked their way I've got to give it some with less than three minutes Monday night while sailing
record scored by UCLA's Bill through the crowd to offer thought."
gone Phillips trod collected his downcourt with time running
Walton againstMemphis State congratulations.
out and the score tied at69.
third foul.
in 1973.
"What arelyou all going to
But only about six minutes
Consolaties ARKANSAS
"ird looked at the press give me?" a grinning Givens
BOXING
had elapsed when the bigger, Copies from our new,
Als•LvAdll .4110 ''.11
guiile, but I didn't know what asked while embracing his
MEXICO CITY - The stronger more experienced
Counce 1 0-0 2,Delph 774 21,
low-cost 695 Dr Copier are
the record was," said Givens. mother...in the flood of TV World- Boxing Council an- Wildcats began taking charge. Schell 3 0-0 6, Brewer 7 6-6 20,
v... ord. r vietoc.." ..lorraricr.:' ye& c..),Hic
something else They're
"Bill Walton's a great camera lights.
nounced that it will crown Ken
"We junked our game Moncrief 3 4-610,Zahn 4 2-3 10,
rich, black Solids are
ballplayer and it would have "Honey, you can have Norton world heavyweight plan," Hall said. "Hank. Iba Reed 0 0-0 0, Dennett 1 0-0 2.
completely filled Some say.
been great beating him. I'm anything you want," Mrs. champion Wednesday in Los once told me never to spread Totals 26 19-23 71. NOTRE
they .look as if they're been
sure people will remember me Givens replied.
Angeles.
On Any 20 Exposure
'Ur
yo defense from baseline to DAME(69)
printed See for yourself, no
for
this
game,
too."
would
you
that
inidcourt;
34-6
Tripucka
10,
Batton
63ot,ligation Call us.
Ul t'FLOetI)& ?MINTED
Givens found the open.spots
leave a big gap in there 3 15, Flowers 4 4-6 12, BranLull?ROL( PER COLTO N
----in--the •-Duke-zone and his
• around the-Tualitte.-15ake was terig-T14-1,-Willitiiiii-2-T-2 5, teammates got him the ball.
By The Associated Press
BIG
Francisco at Phoenix.
010
coming out and attacking our Hanzlik 4 0-08, Laimbeer 1 0-0
r;Flir VIM Os JUTS*
"I was just trying to conMonday's Games
San Diego vs.'Milwaukee at
0.01P; ,
E,'a7e;
St. Louis 7, Detroit 5, 11 Sun City, Ariz.
tribute," said Given.. "The
shots were falling in, so I kept innings
California vs. Seattle at
Walt Du%
Carpus
Houston 9,Minnesota8
.. _taking them. I guess it was
Tempe,Ariz.
just my night. That's the thing
Chicago(A)2,Cincinnati 1
Kansas City vs. New York
116 NORTH 7111
about this team. With every
Philadelphia 5, Los Angeles (AL)-at Fort Lauderdale,Fla.
game, it's somebody difBoston vs. Detroit at
MAYFIELD
247-5912
ferent."
Boston 9, Toronto 4
Lakeland,Fla.
tn r4c.,11 1
04 01.1 RUN4 A.01 511111
Texas(13)3, Atlanta(B)0
Wednesday's Games ,
I WIT I NLARGMEW1 It R COI'PO%
BIG 14
San Diego 12,Seattle 3
Boston vs. Pittsburgh, at
E12=11SIMEM
TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
Oakland 9, Milwaukee 3
Bradenton,Fla.
We Urge You To Compare"
With Garlic Dread and 2 price 011
D
San Francisco 5, Chicago
New
York (NI
Any Kind • Anywhere- Anytime
(N)2
Combination Salad (with mewl)
Philadelphia at Clearwater
Cleveland 11,California6
Fla.
Baltimore 5,Texas2
Montreal vs. Houston, at
Super Special For Kids 1 /
Phone 1-502-522-6488
New York (N)3, Pittsburgh Cocoa,Fla.
Spaghetti and Salad
/2 Price
Zu EXPOS' RE SLIDES
I XPOS1 It
2
Detroit vs. Toronto at
4% GARAGE
Sep" & o &ever 11161evers
New York(A Ill, Atlanta 7 Dunedin,Fla.
Wednesday Night
S
Tuesday's Game
Minnesota vs. New York
.
•10 '"els:
T714V.:1EZIMI iSt
Toronto vs. PittsbIVO (SS) (A),at Fort Lauderdale,Fla
at.Bradenton,
Fla.
Kansas
1 GARAGE
Chiesgo(A) vs.
=11ri=r3ray
ir-q-,,ides as Always
Baltimore vs. Philadelphia City.af Fort Myers,Fla.
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
Any 12
at Clearwater Fla.
Cincinnati vs. Los Angele:
You Can't Eat This Good
Minnesota vs. Montreal at at Vero Beach,Fla.
Member Trigg Co. Chamber of Commerce
BANK
et home fnr 99'
Daytona Beach,Fla.
Texas vs. Atlanta, at We,r
New 2 Kitchens
FINANCING
and Ky. Western Waterland
1.1Aurinus I tininkt
Nothing Down
Pittsburgh (SS) vs. Chicago Palm Beach, Fla.
To Betfer Serve
People
for
275
Ow Customers
(AL)at Sarasota,Fla.
Seattle vs. Oakland, at
MaCIC
arh
Collect
1•
New York (NL)vs. St. Louis Mesa, Ariz.
MG 1:*
at St. Petersburg,Fla.
502_ CuuRFSS
5 PHONE
10
Cleveland vs. San Franf7715FITIT-711 11A-nie
Los Angeles Vs. Cincinnati cisco, at Phoenix, Ariz.
511-6488 IBESTIIME T°SEE
at Tampa,Fla.
Chicago(N) vs. Milwaukee.
Houston vs. Atlanta at West at Sun City, Ariz.
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Palm Beach, Fla.
California "Vs...San Diego, at
9-9 Mon. Set.
mmue
/ego o,•• est C
Cleveland
xis.
Oakland
at
Palm
Springs,
Calif.
1
Phone 1-502-522-6415
B41, 6a9, fiw} M West (adiz, Ky
1-6 Sun.
Mesa, Ariz.
Baltimore vs. St.Louis, at
Nome Owned& Oporetisd Stove Emory t Roger Tames=
510 Mem
Chicago (N1,) vs. San St.Petersburg,Fla.

How Happy Is Joe B. Hall?

Brewer Hits At Buzzer
To Give Arkansas Third

Givens Hopes To Catch up on
Work And Get In Some Fishing

HaR BLOCK

903 Arcadia St.

PHOTO
SPECIALS

At lastcopies with a
difference
you can see

PHOTO BONUS
COUPONS
BIG it*
ri7-115t=c51

50C OFF COLOR
ROLL

Citrus League At A Glance

4,4

Pagliai's Pizza and Italian Restaurant

5x7COLOR

Italian Spaghetti

Enlargcmcnt

(9

Special

GARAGES
BUILT Models On Display
CUSTOM

99Q

s2590°'

410

slick timpvic

Processing "id is J7

'

4 to 10 P.M.

BIG 4:4

ranteed
Quick
Service

Exposure
Film

rNAME

Twin-Lakes Homes & Garages

)
-n

Pagliai's Pizza

753-2975

....-

$1,99
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'Breds Tie School Record In
18-5 Win Over North Dakota
fur Mull lay Statti tO stZit work with and fanned the first
one of its famous win streaks. two batters up in sixth. Then
MSU tied a school record in an error put a man on base
the game with North Dakota. and following a scratch single,
In the home half of-the fourth Wezet hit the next batter to
inning, the 'Breds scored 14 load the bases.
runs and in the process, sent
Wezet then walked in two
20 batters to the plate during consecutive runs before being
the frame. The record was set hit on the leg by a line drive,
in 1974 against Chicago Circle. which resulted • in another
The 14 runs was just one shy single and another run and left
KEY Blow - Bill Wagoner delivers a key blow here with this three-run double in the fourth inthe mark set against the bases loaded. Wezet then
'of
ning for Murray State. Wagoner blasted the ball into rightcenter to plug the gap and clear the
in 1971.
Purdue
walked in his third run oithe
bases.
,Though the 'Breds did give inning before retiring the final
(Stuff Photo' by Mike Broaden)
up five runs, the pitching was batter,
—Through the first 14 impressive. Southpaw stopper
games, the 'Breds had not Andy Rice, who will hurl one
In the seventh, North
scored more than seven runs of the games Saturday in a key Dakota had two hits to score.
in on game. And, they'd had OVC twinbill at Western
Murray State took a 1-0 lead
only one homerun in those 14. Kentucky, hutlediourshutout in the second as Greg Tooley
games.
.
innings and allowed just two doubled with one out and later
—But, through the first 14 hits while fanning five and scored on Doran Perdue's
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON the Texas Rangers for pitcher it's probably another starting games, the Thoroughbred
walking one.
sacrifice fly, In the third: the
pitcher,", says General pitching staff had given up .
• AP Sports Writer
Bert Blyleven.
a . Mark Wezet, the other half 'Breds made it 3-0 with two
_ Since the major .leagues
The right-handed -Blyleireit Manager - BA— Kennedy. season-high of just six runs in
the 'Breds big two, pitched more as two errors and an
went to divisional play in 1969, will team up with lefty John Barring a trade, it's 20-game_ one game and thus, the 'Breds Of
the final three frames and was RBI single by Tooley
only the Pittsburgh Pirates Candelaria, giving the Burs a Winner Rick Reuschel, Ray carried an 8-6 recordtinto the
charged with all five runs, produced the tallies.
have won a half-pennant in the strong 1-2 pitching punch to Burris and a lot of unproven game with North Dakota.
The fourth inning was a
though only one was earned.
National
League three send 'against the Phillies' arms.
However,if_ the 'Breds keep
Wezet scattered four hits, combination of comedy and
straight
The Montreal Expos are on, popping the ball the way they
times.
The - power. If Jerry Reuss, Jim
several of which were scratch crunch-as North Dakota had
Philadelphia Phillies, NNiEast Rooker, Bruce Kison and free the rise. They have much did yesterday, and if the
'hits, while fanning six but several bad errors and the
winners and'playoff losers the. agent Jim Bibby come stronger pitching to go with pitching continues to be as
'Breds have several crunching
giving up three passes.
last two year are going for through and Kent Tekulve, the brilliant young run- •COnsistent as it has, then look
Wezet had an 18-0 lead to shots.
three in.a row this season. Grant Jackson and Elias Sosa producing outfield of Ellis
While the Pirates used to tie can bring back memories of Valentine, Andre Dawson and
known as the Pittsburgh Gossage and Forster in the Warren Cromartie.
Lumber Co., no one • has yet bullpen, the mound corps will
To join reliable Steve
coined
Rogers, the Expos added
appropriate be a match for anyone.
an
nickname.. ,for Philadelphia
The top base-stealer in RudyMay and Ross Grimsley.
third basenian Mike Schmidt. baseball history, Lou Brock, F4reballing Wayne Twitchell
and left fielder Greg Luzinski, plays left field for the St. Louts is the fourth starter. Darold
who just happen to form the Cardinals. But Brock will turn Knowles, acquired from
By CHARLES WOLFE
resounding stuff shot as time Landis) as baseball comtop 1-2 home run punch in the 39Lin June and only 35 of his 900 Texas, is still a first-rate
Associated Press Writer
missioner and he succeeded a
ran out.
majors.
career steals came last reliever but a return to form
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
"It was a dunk I can enjoy legend in the coaching
In the last four years, Sch- summer. The superstars of by Will IvicEnaney is virtually Kentucky's
national for the rest of my life," Lee business.
•
midt and` Luzinski have this team are catcher Ted a must..
basketball champions, fresh said. "I wouldn't take that dfie
"And I said if the good Lord
combined for 251 home runs — Simmons and shortstop Garry
In Gary Carter. Montreal from a 94-88 victory over back for anybody in the
world. above had succeeded Rupp, he
ISO by Schmidt — and that Templeton, who batted .322 in has one of baseball's best Duke, returned home today in That was for
auld lang syne." would have had a hatd time,"
includes just seven by his first full season.
young catchers, and the in- predawn darkness' to find
Lee was one of the first Chandler added. "Whenever
Luzinski in 1974 when he
But, according to Manager field includes veterans Tony thousands of their fans players to reackk_Mezzanine you-succeed_ a-legend, it's a
- suffered a. June knee injury.. Yern_Rapp,"We'll goes far as Perez-at firStTi3ave Cash at;shouting their acclaim St Blue overlooking the
throng in the hard job. I'm just delighted
Schmidt is 28 years old and the pitching takes us."
second and Chris Speier at. Grass Field.
terminal. He raised a Joe has weathered the storm.
Luzinski 27,so they will be
The pitching starts with 20- short. Larry -Parrish and • One by one, the players forefinger to signify "No.
1". He's had a hard time and a lot
around to terrorize rival game winner Bob Forsch. It Wayne Garrett will fight it out fought their way through a and
brought a deafening roar of people have wanted to make
pitchers " for some time to might end there, too, unless at third.
narrow police cordon in the by waving the championship trouble for him. He doesn't
come..
John Denny, Eric Rasmussen,
passenger terminal as a sea of trophy.
deserve that. He deserves
Bringing
up
the
rear
are
the
Last season, Luzinski Larry Dierker and Pete
hurnanity.. hooted, hollered,
Coach Joe B. Hall, in his great credit for this and they'll
New.
York
who
Mets,
have
slammed 39 homers, drove in Falcone
rebound
from
hoisted makeshift banners sixth year as Rupp's suc- give it to him now. He's not on
130 runs and finished second to disappointing years. Al gone from clowns in 1962 to and pierced the air with cries
cessor, was amazed at the probation anymore."
world
champs
in
last
1969
to
Cincinnati's George Foster in Hrabosky,
the
Mad
of "We're No.!."
crowd size.
1977.
place
Tom
in
Seaver
and
the MVP race, while 'Sch- tjungarian, is gone from the
'Former Gov. Albert . B.
"That's unreal that they
midt's numbers were 38 and bullpen, but the Redbirds have Jon Matlack were traded and Happy) Chandler worked
Complete Trade
his would be out here at a quarter
•tikname"
the
pitching
staff
101.
added hard-throwing rightway through the crowd and to four in the morning," Hall
consists
KoOsman,
of
Jerry
If the Phillies have a. handers Mark Littell and Pete
allowed as how he hadn't seen said, "but that's what KenCLEARWATER, Fla. (AP)
weakness in the bullpen, it's Vuckovich and lefty Dave Pat Zachry and Nina anything like it since
the 1958 tucky basketball is all about.. — The Philadelphia Phillies
Espinosa,
with
Skip
Lockwood
depth in the starting rotation Hamilton.
Wildcats captured Kentucky's They continue to demonstrate and the New York Mets
in the bullpen.
behind Cy Young Award
fourth NCAA championship.
it in new ways every day. completed a minor league
The
Mets
have
forsaken
winner Sleye_car_l_ton_a__21,__The.....chicago Cubs. 1.b.Ose
"You know, I was governor We're just as appreciative as baseball trade Monday inbut
--game winner, and Larry perennial also-rans, actually piThTh"'fbi
then and (former Coach we can be of our fans and volving pitcher Jackson Todd
Christenson. Veterans Jim held first place for more than cleanup hitter Steve Hen- Adolph) Rupp
called me down thankful we could win the and catcher Ed Cuervo.,,
-Lonborg and Jim Kaat are two months last summer derson, the left fielder, has
the stands and I ac- championship and restore
from
Todd, a 26-year-old righta
less
year
than
in
the
majors,
long of tooth and second-year before relief ace Bruce Sutter
cepted the cup for the their faith in Kentucky hander, was assigned by the
--inan Randy Lerch is short4on — 62 games, 1.35 ERA — was first baseman Willie Montanez university
at Freedom .Hall in basketball."Mets to the Phillies'
injured. Without him, the hit only 20 homers in Atlanta's
experience.
Louisville," Chandler said.
Oklahoma
City farm team in
Hall,
a
wearing
blue
t-shirt
hitter's
paradise,
catcher
Towering 'Jim Wright, the Cubs, who once led by 8'2
And, of course, I was emblazoned with "1978 NCAA the American Association. He
John
Stearns
had
a
horrible
faded
games,
badly and,
American - Association's top
second-half slump, third scared to death of this one Champions" under his sport had a 2-3 - record with
pitcher. could be the answer, finished fourth.
baseman Lenny Randle is until my boy James Lee ran in jacket, savored the moment. Tidewater in the International
Sutter
is
healthy
back
and
he
had a touch of arm
tut
unhappywith his contract and from the left side and dunked Countless.times in his tenure League and a 3-6 record with
but the Cubs traded, -among
trouble.
it and that was the last gasp as Wildcat coach, he spoke of the Mets.
While the Phillies' off- others, pitcher Bill Bonham right. fielkiet lliott Maddox
forthe boysfrom Duke."
Cuervo, 20, batted .160 last
the pressures of succeeding
missed
most
of
the
last
two
season losses were minimal, and outfielders Jerry Morales
Lee, who became a crowd Rupp, college basketball's all- season with Auburn of the
the runnerup Pirates, who and Jose Cardenal. The years with a burn knee.
New York-Pennsylvania
Prediction: 1, Pittsburgh. 2. favorite in his role as the time winningest coach.
won 96 games in finishing five newcomers include pitcher
Philadelphia.
Chandler said, "I. told Joe League. He was assigned to
3, Montreal. 4, team's sixth man and
games off the pace, lost Woodie Fryman, who'll be 38
foremost dunk shot artist, the other day that I succeeded the Mets' Wausau farm team
bullpen aces Rich Gossage next month, catcher Dave St. Louis. 5, Chicago. 6, New sealed
the victory with a a legend (Kenesaw Mountain in the Midwest League.
York.
and Terry Forster to the free- Rader and outfielders Dave
Kingman
Cruz.
and
Hefty
agent market and traded
consistent-hitting Al Oliver to Kingman, the feast-orfamine slugger, crashed 26
homers last season while
playing with the New York
Mets, San Diego Padres,
California Angels and New
York Yankees; but also struck
out 143 times in 439 atbats. The
Cubs signed him as a free
agent, and a happy Kingman
could go wild in Wrigley
tNFor Your
Field's friendly confines
"-Life
where he has unloaded some
of
his more memorable longHealth
balls. '
Home
Bobby Murcer -is the right
fielder with Cruz or Greg
Car
Gross in center. Third
Farm
baseman Steve Ontiveros,
shortstop Ivan De-Jesus and
Business
second baseman Manny Trillo
GET THE SHIrLD
will have to prove their surprisingly good seasons were
the real .thing. Reliable first
Ronnie Ross
baseman Bill Buckner is
healthy again and Rader gives
210 E. Main
the Cubs the everyday catcher
Phone 753-0489
they needed.
"If we need anything more,
MTArnRANDUN

Ledger & Times Sports Editor
At this point in the baseball
season, the hitting is usually
ahead of the pitching.
For
Murray
State
University, it's a neck and
neck race.
Until Monday, the pitching
had been just a little ahead of
the hitting but in the cold and
chill of Reagan Field, the
'Breds broke lonsP with an 18-5
win over North Dakota.

Phillies Hoping To Take Third
Straight Eastern Division Title

Thousands Of Fans Turn Out
To Welcome Champions Home

Olet
Sofa, Loveseat, Rocker
and 3 Tables
or
Sofa, Rocker, 3 Tables
Chair & Ottoman

. ,),). Al 1)1-i

1

UCKER
REALTOR

499

After
Sale
$599

The inning started with
comedy as Al Luigs reached
on a throwing error then after
a walk to Steve Sencibaugh,
TomFehn singled for the first
of the 14 runs.
After Robin Courtney
walked to load, the bases, big
Bill Wagoner unloaded with a
double into the gap in the
opposite field (rightcenter
and cleared the paths.
Three pitches later, Tooley
unloaded with a shot far
beyond the fence in left for his
first homerun of the seasonand only the second all yearfor the 'Breds who usually are
a power-hitting bunch.
Six walks, two hits and two
more errors prolonged the
inning, which lasted welirover
half an hour.
•
Tooley enjoyed his best day
of the spring with a perfect
three for three day and'drove
in four runs.
The 'Breds will feel more at
home this week as the weather
they had on their Hawaii trip
Will help make for some fine
daytime entertainment as
MSU will play doubleheaders
today, Wednesday, Thursday

and Friday.
Today, the 'Weds are up
against North Dakota and a
very tough Missouri team. On
Wednesday, MSU will play
Missouri and North Dakota
then on Thursday,. North
Dakota will be here for two.
Brown will join North
Dakota Friday then-the 'Breds
are at Western Saturday.
Murray will play two at home
Sunday against Brown.
Marib Dakota
Bachmeter-2b

Mensrud-dh
Schwetgert-3b
Mayer-sa
Ruff-1f
Curran-cf.,
Krattqb
Shane-c
Hallotust-c
Kutzman-rt
Totals

......

Murray
ab r h
Lwgs-2b .
2 2 1
Johnson-rt .
.
1 0 0
Senabaugh-as.
4 2 0
Caltcchio-u
.. 1 0 0
Fetw-dh
2 4 2
Courtney-lb
3 3 1
Threatt-cf
5 0 0
Wagoner-lb
5 2 1
Tooley-It
3 3 3
Niawonger-l(
r— 1 0 0
Perdue-rf, 2b
•
3 1)
0
Poet2 1 1
Oakley-c
1 0 1
Totals
33 16 10
•
North Dakota
000 004 I 54.7,
MurraY State
012 (14)10 a 16-10-1

Murray
Chiropractic
Center

is

903 Sycamore St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
502-753-9909

Headaches
Nervousness
Back Ache
Sciatica
Whiplash
Arthritis

Migraine
Stiffness
Scoliosis
Nigh Blood Pressure
Menstrual Cramps
Chronic Pain

Dr. Bryon L. Tanker
What IS Chiropractic.?
Chiropractic is the art and science of natural healing
through spinal manipulation and specific
musculoskeletal and neuronal technics. It is a preventative and corrective procedure of health care.
Through natural means chiropractic can stop or slow
down acute or 'chronic conditions working with the
body's own recuperative powers to heal. Chiropractic
does not use drugs or surgery to accomplish this. Those
cases needing specific medical attention are referred
to medical specialists. Drug therapy is often necessary
in life saving or emergency situations, however, it
many times will only cover up symptois while the condition continues to grow and reoccur. Chiropractic
does not cover up symptoms...instead it deals with the
cause of the problem. Listed below are just a few of the
types of problems that are often of a chiropractic
nature. These and many others are helped everyday in
chiropractic offices.

Chiropractic often helps when ,other methods fail.
Chiropractic gets results and works with nature's
governing healing laws. Workmen's compensation and
most major insurance companies cover chiropractic
care.

Country
Living
Room

a..tuggadly--haarlsoale-gro40--that *wit-weer-for everyday-living. The unique solid pine wood trim and smart wrap around
belted arm treatment will bring you compliments from friends
and family for years to come The "western" influence -in styling
combined with the sturdy
solid pine construction make thiS
set an unbeatable value! Heavy duty vinyl and,Herculon solid
foam seat cushions ate attached to prevent slipping and sliding
Choice of several colors in vinyl and Herculon combinations

Purchase District Warehouse
419 So. 4th

r h
0 0
1 1
1 0
1 3
1 0
I 0
r - tr 0
2 0 1
1 0 1
.1 0 0
M 5 6

ab
4
4
4
4
3
3

Murray, Ky.

759-1825

,
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Now To Get Your
Mower Ready For
The Cutting Season

TREE
0SPRUCE- UP

CP
i

One way to shake the paper air filters, these should
doldrums of a -tough winter is be replaced at the beginning of
to begin preparations for the the new season.
spring gardening season.
Walker advised, "If you
Among the most important used the spark plug all of last
chores to tackle is to make season, replace it now. Before
sure your power tools are discarding the old plugs,
ready to perform when the examine the firing tip for
weather is right.
signs of abnormal engine
Foremost in the average operation. Conditions such as
homeowner's tool collection is burned insulator, oil soaking,
the power mower. David L. blistering or signs of metal
Walker,Champion Spark Plug deposits are -tip-offs to
Company technical services- possible engine problems that
director, offers the following should be checked." •
advice on getting the mower
Also when removing the
ready.for the cutting season:'
spark' plug, pour one or two
Walker says, "Unless you
teasNons of _light lubricating
-fiatre the prtrper tools and
oil into the cylinder. Give the
know-how, it's' wiser. to take
engine a few turns to
the mower: to a_ competent
distribute the oil, evenly on
service outlet for tune-up and
cylinder walls and engine
sharpening. But in most cases,
parts.
there are some - important
• Walker issued • other tips
maintenance procedures you
including a general not of
can perform yourself."
caution, "Never, leave the
If you failed to drain the
throttle in the "start" position
gasoline from the tank and
"when the mower is not in use.
carburetor last fall, then do it
As an added guard against
now. Stale gasoline can
accidental starts, make
become contaminated with
certain the plug wire is
condensation and can form
disconnected."
gob harmful deposits on internal
dried
ea parts of the carburetor or
all
— Remove
valves, Mr. Walker stated.
vegetation and other foreign
matter from the mower.
He added, a dirty or clogged
air cleaner is another _Remove any rust Spots and
cover them with touch-up
potential problem and should
paint.
be serviced or replaced. On
— Clean ignition .wires and
mowers with steel mesh-type
inspect them -for loose concleaner, the filter can be
nections. If the insulation is
washed out with a commercial
cracked, feels hard or brittle
solvent and a fresh coat of oil
replace the wire.
should then be applied. -With
oil bath variety of cleaner,
— Check the drive belts for
cracks or signs of wear.
merely dispose of the old oil
supply, clean up-the parts and
— Check all nuts, bolts and
efinneetions to see that they
install new, heavy-weight oil.
On-mowers with disposable - are tight.

.es_ Zi7
gi7

SpruceUpforSpring
Spruce-Up adds decorating excitement to your walls and woodwork! Over
1000 washable, wonderful colors to Moose from. Pick up big values on painting sundries, too, from ow Spruce-Up -Tree of Values." Rollers, brushes.
edgers — all at spnngtune-temfic savings

Spruce-Up Acrylic Flat Wall Paint

Save $2.50

Regular 0.49 per gal.

NOW6
$99

MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY
104 MAPLE STREET

PHONE 753-3161

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

42071

BUILDING CENTEN•TNE SiTillINIT STOMP
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Small Ads. CLASSIFIE

D ADS!

• Kith, y/i/•/
• /if,(y kir
,

Notlie

TA-X- —
PREPARED Jerry
Burkeen Bookkeeping
and
Tax
Service,
Railroad Ave. Murray.
Call 753-4636 or after Sp.
m. Call 753-3996,

."Eh if R
TucKl.u}:‘,..,
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And Receive
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Quick Prompt
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FREE
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BUILDING CENIER•TNE SATURDAY STORE0TREAS

CENTER
come by and see this area's most
beautiful kitchens. Let us give you a tree
estimate on the cost of a new kitchen.
cueAND SAVE

itirhvo of ihp llippky
•
..•

aisstwat St.

The Ultimate
Cooking System
22121wit
IV=A1
F,

CD Or44:•TIONJ

• ir

Check
Your
Ad

_

Convected Heat Oven
When you switch your oven
selector to "Convected Oven" a
concealed fan within the oven
directs a p4...-shiven- stream
of heated air over both -bake"
and -boil'' eienern--producing
a constant flow of heated air
within the, oven. You roast
meats at lower temperatures
that preserve their juicy
flavor and speed many baking
and roasting chores as much as
30 percent'

Twin-Convertible Grill-Range
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures

Q. — We are going to enclose
our front porch so that it can
,
be used all year. I have everyTHE 'Bol.1,1'st;Blii
thing outlined and don't antici•
pate any trouble in handling
61 hie wrapped around a base cabinet gives this Is 13)
kitchen
• flair
the job, but there is one thing I
Range is at an angle. giving short step work tnangle with sink and um
am not sure about. The wooden
loge, which has built in look Planning center abuts large hutch and 44
floor of the porch is in excellent
buffet .
condition and I intend to install
()pen up the creative world of
plywood underlayment over it
kitchens designed with a flair
and lay floor tiles pn the underwith the 'MY Dream Kitchen
lament, but I do not know
Portfolio ' D(4ens of ideas, Just
whether insulation is necessary
like the kitchen pictured here,
, ...
and where it should be placed.
await ).ou in the Portfolio It'll
.....0
There is enough space under
make the job of working with ••••„„.„....„„„ I
3111
the porch to work there, alIC
professional
,
kitchen
sour
•
though it will be a little
specialist a pleasant, fruitful
experience Fill out the coupon
• cramped. Can you advise me
below for your Portfolio
on this matter?
C
041
A. — Assuming that the
MP
41111 space under the floor is un•MI
heated, you should place batt
Ws insulation there, attaching it to
..
the joists. Be sure the vapor
a barrier on the insulation is facA Different
• ing the inside of the house. To
I il
Kitchen
prevent moisture from rising
es
from the ground and attacking
Featured
the underside of the floor, place
sheets of polyethylene on the
Each Week
•
soil, overlapping the sheets by
a few inches and holding down
ras
the seams with sand.

g

•. ,
g
NIL:- Jr'
:
s

I.

amiallaalL

.
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il imene.a.

Here's the Answer [fffi

I I

I

alaawimam

r

TREAS

Q. — I have a pretty good
idea of what hardboard is, but I
am not sure how it differs from
composition board. Can you explain it to me?

saa

BUILDING CENTER
1 31 3 Poplar-Benton

ro
I "I

*000t I

I
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Treas Now Has A
Toll Free Murray No.
Call 759-4026
Toll Free For All Your Bldg. Needs
TREAS BUILDING CENTER•TNE SATURDAY STORE*

E
CD
II
—4
iwt
a

sulating value and relatively inexpensive.
Q. — About two years ago,
you told a reader how to get a
pickled finish bn pine wood. I
saved the clipping, but now
that I have to do A job of that
kind, I can't locate the clipping.
Could you repeat it • for me,
please? I am sure there are
others who would like to know
about it.
A. — The pickled look on almost any kind of wood can be
achieved in any one of half a
dozen different ways. Every
wood finisher has his own pet
method, but generally the process involves a stain, sealer,
some kind of white paint or
white pigmented stain and a final coat of a clear finishing
material. Here's one finisher's
favorite procedure: Apply a
coat of brown or gray stain
Wait . a couple of hours, then
give it a coat of clear shellac
diluted 50 percent with denatured alcohol. When the shellac
is dry, usually within an hour
or two, brush on some flat
white paint, wiping it lightly so
that some of the paint remains
and stopping when you get the
kind of effect that pleases you.
The following day, apply the final finish. If it isn't entirely
. smooth, wait another day, then
rub very lightly with fine steel
wool. Wipe off all traces of grit,
apply wax and buff.

The techniques of using varA. — Hardboard is made by
nish, shellac, lacquer; stain,
exploding wood chips into a fibleach, etc., are detailed in
brous state, refining the fibers , Andy Lang's booklet, - Wood
and compressing them into
Finishing in the Home," availdense rigid panels in hydraulic
able by sending 35 cents and a
presses. Composition board is a
long,STAMPED,self-addres.sed
kind of catch-all term to deenvelope to Know-How, P
scribe various kinds of products
Box 477, Huntington, N Y
made by mixing or combining
11743. Questions of general incertain ingredients. Since the
terest will be answered in the
term is used rather loosely for
column, but Individual corresuch wall materials as particle
spondence cannot be underboard, fiber board and intaken.
sulation board, among others, it
SOLAR HEAT TRICK
is sometimes difficult to tell
IS NOTHING NEW
frouIi a lumber yard ad'exactly
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. (API —
what it is, but_the one thing you
The advantages of bringing socan be sure of is that anything
lar heat into a hothe through a
designated as composition
south will window were pointed
board is much softer than hardout 33 years ago by the Small
board. • It is usually fairly
Homes Council-Building Reisound-absorbent with some insearch Council of the University of Illinois, which published
a four-page circular on solar
orientation, but not very many
people were interested then.
Now it has republished the
circular, with four additional
pages telling how to use the information in these solar-energyconscious days. Copies of the
circular are available by mail
at 40 cents each from the Council, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1 East St
Mary's Road. Champaign, Ill
61820.
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GET
FORD ACQUAINTED
WITH

MURRA
Y
FORD
TRACTO
R
Cary
Brandon and Frank Hurt

AND SAVE
Murray Ford Tractor Will Sell
You A New Ford Tractor for
$100.00 over cost now
through midnight March 31st.
(Sales Does Not Include Preparation or Delivery)

Salesmen
See Cary Brandon or Frani Hurt
Sales-759-4895 Hows 1.7 83 Sat
Service 753-9482-Hours 8-5 's Day Sat

(Open late By
Appointment)

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displayS and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
publication.

Convertible eboirtop area on
both sides with one standard
plug-in grill includes, converts
to twin grill with optional grill
Built-in proximity
accessory
ventilation system..

Adv•rtis•rs
'ore
rihuested to .check that
first insertion of ads for
corr•ction
This
n•wspoper
will
be
r•spoitebto for only _one
incorrect insertion ANY
ERROR
SHOULD
BE
REPORTED
IM
MEDIATELY SO, PLEASE
CHECK
YOUR
AD
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR

NEW HOURS

The Powerful Ventilation system is built
within the range-smoke, spatters, odors are
controlled;

Wholesale
Electric Supply Co.
206 E. Main

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wllets low is14 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

BIBLE -FACTS INC. "To
every thing there is a
season, and a time to
every purpose under the
heaven." Ecclesiastes
3:1. The time to start
serving God is now. If
you are having trouble
doing this, you-are not
applying Matthew 22:37
in full. For that is the
only way in which you
can serve God. For
Bible information and
study call 753-0984. -

*

•

;

1.) .t

YOUR NEED is :our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.

Murray Nome
& Auto

e

TREAS E
BUILDING

2 Notice

753-81V4

The Mayor and
Common Council of
the City of Murray,
Kentucky desire to
lease and or purchase one (1) compact automobile and.
three (3) or (4) standard
size
automobiles.
Specifications may
be picked up at the
City Clerk's Office.
All bids shall be in
the City Clerk's 'Office by 4:00 p. m. the
6th of April, 1978.

5 Lost And Found
LOST IN Coldwater a
female blonde Cocker
Spaniel. Call 489-2566.
LOST SPARE tire and
wheel between Murray
Masonic Lodge Building
and Murray on Thursday night. Reward. Ila
E. Douglass, phone 7531853.
6. Help Wanted

NEW CONCORD
GROCERY
431-5363
6:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Effective
Im
Mediately.

INCOME

TAX SERVICE: "We search for

every legal deduction
and credit due you."
John Pasco, 753-5791,
1650 Ryan Avenue, 9-5,
Also available for
special appointments.

NOTICE The Round House
Riverdale
Resort,
Paris Landing. Will be
open for business April
1,1978.
F-OR
WATKINS
Products,
Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.

SECRETARY
FOR
LARGE corporation
with division operated
localty. Benefits include
insurance, life, dental
and health. Stock saving
plan.
Two
weeks
vacation. Send resume
_ to P. O. Box 32 F,
WANTED
SALES
representative in West
Ky. area with leading
feed company. College
degree preferred but not.
required. Send resume
to Box 1921, Henderson,
Ky. 42420.
OPPORTUNITY! 8100.00
weekly possible addressing, mailing circulars for mail order
firms.
Send
selfaddressed, stamped
envelope to:
MKS _
ENTERPRISES P. 0.
Box 69, Murray, Ky
42071.

HELP
WANTED
FULL TIME PREP
apLADY
—
40-45
proximately
hours a week. No
phone calls. Apply in
person. Do not apply
from 11-2 or 5-8.

ha'.,' Ii
When you re planning a ne)A kib hen, all the
fit pertei ti'. Hut '.our Quaker Maid dealer has the key
VC bef'11 trained to guide \ OU ali Ing enuay_Niell'atbet allSe
areas and War e apoltan«
,
the was'. Well help vr iii plan in
for maximum step -sal. mg etto tom v !ben we'll assist in
IUSIVe Quaker Maid
selecting lust the right «irnhi nation ot
conveniem p teatures to save time dnd ettort in dailY.
household hores. And tinallx We II show you Quaker Maid's
array 01 beautiful door shies from i offinial to contemporars
.
all hand finished in natural wood tones or gleaming dor,
For a( ustprn built kit hen that's r ustorn designed to
your was of life, don't guess Bf' sure \ oat our convenient
•
Quaker Madi shcn,rocirn

Spring
Special!
Automatic
Wood
Circulators
.th the u.se if an automatic
fr,errnostat up to 12 hours of
onstant even heat
assured with one load
fuel

$28995

"FIREPLACE
SHOPPE
Olympic Playa. Murray It.
7
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6. Kelp

Wanted
THE CITY OF Murray
Sanitation D-epartment
apaccepting
is
plications to fill one 1
vacancy within the
department.
_ Applicapons may be
obtained at the City
Clerk's office, City Hall
Building, until Tuesday.
March 28, 1978. The City
of Murray is an equal
Opportunity Employer
operating under an
Affirmative Action
Plan.
•

6 Help Wanted

15. Articles For Sale

MIXER
FOR
MAN
operator - day shift.
Apply in person, Ky.
Candy Co., Almo.

CRAFTSMAN 10" radial
arm saw. Voy good
all 753condiait
°609 wife

PART TIME take inventory in local stores.
Car necessary. Write
phone number, experience to ICC, 189 Box
3434;-Paramus, NJ 07652.

WEED EATERS, model
507. $43.99. Roto shear
model 2201, $36.50.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

10 Business Opportunity
BUILDING FOR lease.
Nice 1600 sq. ft. building
on court square. Very
reasonable lease. Call
753-3939.

--pEx.rifER ttbs

}CI

No phone calls please.

55 GALLON DRUMS,
Thornton Tile and
Marble, South 9th^ Call
753-5719.

JIM DeNNINO A CO.
S..'.5 We•Pee
Serentow Pe 11$01

16. Home Furnishings

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, April 1,
10:00 A. M.
Murray, Kentucky
Salo will be hold on the farm 3 miles Southeast of
Murray on Nighway 121. Watch for Salo Arrows. Mr.
Africk Fitzhugh and Mr. Johnny Downs have sold their
dairy herd privately. They have commissioned
Alexander Real Estate & Auction Sales to disperse all
of their farming equipment and milking equipment.
COMPLETE FARM LIQUIDATION
T D 4430 Tractor 329 Hrs , loaded with cab, heat and air, AM-FM
Etadio, Quadra Range, Nt Wheel, and Wts J 0.4230 Tractor 2040
On. 73 Md, Roll Guard, Illt Wheel & Quadra Range), Ford Red
Belly Tractor Recently Overhauled; J D 5 a 18 Md 1250 Moir
Used 400 Ac i; J D Planter 1240 Plateless with Spray Rigi; J
enter Fold 220 17 DUsed 1 season

.1 0.3300 Combine 306 Hrs.: Blower & Air, Rasp Bar, Electric Clut,
h 13' Bean Platform: No. 244-2 Row Corn Header;-Thrifty 4 Row
Cultivator; New Holland 467 Haybine: New Holland 256 Hay Rake
Used I Season i: New Holland Hay Baler; Snap-9n Dual (18.4 x 34);
New Idea Corn Picker; Freeman Trailer; Sperry Rand Manure
,iSpreader; Case 4 Wheel Trailer; Miscellaneous hem.
J. D. 110 Disc (New ; Paper 2 Row ,Silage Cutter; 2 Paper Chuck
Wagon i 1 used one season i; Paper Silage Blower; Ford Hydraulic
Loader; AC Ha yloader: 1 Pt Blade

MILKING

FEEDING EQUIPMENT

Mueller 1000 gallon tank with Mueller Static Washer-Double Compressors; Complete Sta-Rite Pipeline Setup, Sta-Rite Milk Pump
Panel; 6 Sta-Rite Milking Units & Washers; 6 Sta-Rite Weigh Jars,
Stainless Steel Vat; Sta-Rite Vacuum Pump with 5 H. P. Motor I
year Sta-Rite Stalls for Double 6 Cow Barn; Electric Overhead
Feeders,6 Ton Upright Feed Bin; New 4 Ton Upright Bin. A.0.Smith
Hot Water Heater Like New; High Pressure Water Pump.
If you are looking for clean farming ecpairOment or milking equipment,then don't miss this sale.
t e

For More Information Conta&t:Mr. Alrick Fitzhugh, Owner
Route 5, Murray,KY
Phone 502-753-6181
or
Mr. Johnny Downs-,Owner
Route 5, Murray,KY
'

Alexander Real Estate
& Auction Sales
MARVIN E ALEXANDER, Auctioneer tic No. 61
Off 139 UNIVERSITY ST PRONE 587-4244
MARTIN. TENN.
NIGHT: MARVIN E. ALEXANDER
58Z-4568 ._
TERRY OLIVER
364-2709.
WENDELL ALEXANDER
364-2855
Peonssioaatiza sEMCE RU CMISEI u1t PEOPLE 111 SRL
TUE REWIND'WIT -

26

erguson
180 MASSEY
diesel tractor with roll
bar, top, multi power
adjust
power
and
wheels. Call 753-0649
after 6 p.m.

Ford
BELLY
RED
tractor. Also 14' boat
and trailer with 20 h.p.
Mercury motor. Call
TILLERS chain drive, 5
489-2490.
'engine.,
and'
S
h.p. B
$199.95. Wallin HardSUPER C TRACTOR
ware, Paris.
with all equipment. 18
h.p. Johnson motor. Call
LUMBER,cherry maple,
615-827-2458.
oak, poplar, etc. Air
dried long period of
20. Sports Equipment
time, selection of planks
1976
CRESTLINER
- allowed. Call 492-8702.
Crusader II. 25" cruiser.
Fully'equipped. Less
FOUR LARGE plate

LAND SURVEYOR.
Local engineering has • 14. Want To Buy
immediate opening for
Rodmari-Chainman to GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
wOrk with field survey
--Altrly in -personaluminum frames with
or contact Jean at Ted
higher prices for feather
screens. Three 9'6"
F'. Billington Consulting
72,
Box
beds. Write
wide, 5'4" high, one 8'6"
Engineers, 753-8050.
Hickman, Ky. Give
wide, 5'4" high. In good
number
phone
name,
condition. Ideal for
OPPORTUNITY in sales
- and. .addreSs. .Exact
green - house or sun
and management - with
directions -and number
porch, etc. Call 753-5195t
real future for ambitious
of beds. Will pickup.
people. Could be part
ORDER YOUR next
time. Call 759-1370.
FOUR WHEEL DRIVE
winters firewood now.
truck. Call 753-7975.
$12.50 a rick. Call 437TWO
EXPERIENCED
• 4731.
cooks, one morning, one
WANTED WHITE oak
exening shift. Steady
and walnut veneer. Will
1950 DODGE, bought new
work, medium wage.
-buy" cut or standing,
in Murray. Good- conPlus good bonus 4wor large track Call
small
dition.
, $600. - 1974
average
help.
above
Mel Rhodes, 1-502-527Motorcycle C•60 Endure
Apply 474-2259 for ap1630,
trail bike, $250. White
pointment.
male miniature poodle,
BARBIE DOLL camper.
6 months old, $50. Call
WANTED LADY to live' n
Call 489-2141.
489-2275 before 3 p.m.
and care for elderly
lady. Call 753-1841 or 753- THREE POINT hitch and
now. a
SORRY SAL
3911.
disc plow for M Farmall
merry gal. She used
tractor. Call 753-7386.
Blue Lustre rug and
EXPERIENCED MALE
upholstery
cleaner.
for green house work. WHITE OAK standing
'Rent electric shamApply in person at
timber.
8600
Lar
pooer. Western Nino,
Shirleys Flurizt.
thousand feet. Call 901home of "Wishing Well
642-9379.
Gift Shop."
HIRE
WANT
TO
15. Articles For Sale
babysitter. 12-5 weekDETECTORS, RICOH 35 mm automatic
SMOKE
Own
trandays.
camera. $100 or best
advertised
nationally
sportation
and
offer. Approximately 10
operated
Battery
brand.
references required.
years
oid. Bought new in
and included.- Rowland
Call Marion Posey, after
1969. Call 753-2543 ask
South
Refrigeration,
110
5, 753-9520.
for Kenneth.
12th.
EXPERIENCED
FRIGIDAIRE washer
S3 9S BUTS ALL OF THIS
Murray
- MECHANIC.
and dryer. Remington
• Indian Need Penny
Muffler and Automotive
typewriter. Call 753Liberty Nickel
- Berth& Fidel
Center, 7th and Maple.
5599.
Large Penny sag.
• WWII 1943 Piney
• W. Platilitif
LARGE RECORD and
Refore I 920.9
HELP
• Wood.. Pick&
tape display racks. See
D Mint Peney 25 yrs.
WANTED
at J and B Music, 753- 1%1 Penny (unc)
Taking applications
Rare 1960-0 Smell
7575.
Date Penny
for assistant manager
• Mint Penny. 2$ yrs.
_WE_BU_Y_ANDSELL-used-trainees and daytime
Plus Free twe $ Bill
air conditioners. Dill
Pius Our Free Gift
cooks. Apply in perPius Our Fre* Brothers
Electric, 753-9104 or 753son...
Send $3.95 and 25 Parham
1551.

Jerry's
Restaurant

19. Farm Equipment

inside and out. Calicin's
tandem trailer. $13,995.
No sales tax. Call 1-815397-3927, Jim Nelson,
Rockford, Ill.
1976
CRESTLINE1R
Crusader II. 25' cruiser.
Fully equipped. Less
than 50 hours. Like new
inside and out. Calkin's
tandem trailer. $1395.
No sales tax. Call 1-815397-3927, Jim Nelson,
Rockford, Ill.
16 FT. CATAMARAN sail
boat, 27 ft. mast with
main and jib sail. Call
753-1362, 753-3125 or 7534029.
FOR SALE - Eri-sigryt
bass boat:Mailer, 40-K.
p. Johnson motor. All
aecessories. Call 4362369.
BASS
BOAT, '1974
Challenger, 15 ft. with
115
h.p.
Mercury,
locator, 1224 trolling
motor, aerated live
well, big wheel trailer.
Also Mercury prop 1323
stainless. Call 753-8992
after 5:00.

"FUNMACHINE,
BALDWIN organ. Fun
for the whole family.
Loner& Piano Co.
across from post office,
. Paris, Term."
PIONEER
CAR
STEREO, SUPERTUNERS,and speakers.
Installation available.
Your
car
stereo
specialists. Sunset,
Boulevard Music,
Dixieland Center, 7530113.
23. Exterm.natioci

7

DOUBLE SIZE BRASS
bed. Antique. Call 7535532.
G.E. SIDE • BY SIDE
refrigerator-freezer.
With automatic ice
marAer. Only 2 years old.
Top condition. $350 or
best offer. Call 759-4089
after 5 p.m.

WPFfl
DRESSER
shampoo bowl and
- mirror. Like new. $175.
Call 489-2514.
FOR SALE BU
bed
with mattress. 5. Call
753-4981.

SIX ROW 'sprayer, 2
Ford planter, spreader,
three 12" plows, two row
cultivator, disc 7', tw
row roto hoe. Ca
37244 after 6:30

24 X 54 MOBILE home.
Furnished. Call 753-6660
between 8 and 5 p. m.
ask fer Gary.
TWO BEDROOM house
trailer•on three acres of
land. Furnished. $13,500.
Call 1-354-8772,
PENTHOUSE
1974
mobile home, 12 x 52.
Call 753-0551 after 5:30
p.m.

a-

Roaches,Sliver Fist.

FURNISHED, one or 2
bedroom,
married
couples and singles only.
Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th, 7536609.
36 For Rent Or tease

37. Livestock • Supplies
YOUNG JERSEY milk
cow. Good condition in
every way. Call 753-5526.
38. Pets • Supplies
ART BEA
, mon
old puppy. Call 753-1206
during day, 759-1020
after 6 p.m.

24 Miscellaneous
-.AKC BLACK miniature
LAWN MOWERS 3'2 h.p.
Schnauzer pups. Ready
22" cut. Band S engine.
to leave April 7th. Now
$88.88. Wallin Hardtaking deposits $754100.
ware, Paris.
Call 435-4481.
-

Horhbuckle's Barber Shop
OPEN WEEKDAYS

•Ho use
"
t4 ..Wed1-1
CLOSED ON
THURSDAYS •Hasnital
Calls
Fri. & Sat. 8-2,:30
Calk
*Hair Cuts *Shaves
209 Walnut street.
Call this number after 5.00 to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685 and night appointments.

IN_/qEED _Si. ew.or _
___-used farm equr ent. .
Murray,.
Tra tor
has it. Call 753-9482
753-1495.

ONLY ONE
YEAR OLD

5' MF Disc, good condition. Call 753-2482,
after 5 p. m.
WEST KY. .GRAIN
HANDLING
Equipment-bins, buckets
elevators, farm fan
dryer-s. 11111-345-`2417-or
1-247-0558.

YARD SALE - Friday
and Saturday 9 a. m. - 6
p. m. 8 track, stereo,
vacuum cleaner, cookware, miscellaneous
household
items.
Collectables and odds
and ends. Fox Meadows
Trailer Park, E-5.
HALF PRICE rummage
sale on all clothing,
..-shoes, purses, etc.
Saturday Bargain Barn,
13th and Main,9 a. m.-3
p.m.

BIG HOME HOME BIGGER BUY - Large 4
bedroom, 3 bath home
on private one acre
tract, 41
/
2 miles from
Murray. Almost 3000
square feet of living
area in this home which
has extra large rooms
and large 2 car garage.
Built-in kitchen with all
appliances including
refrigerator, range,
dishwasher, disposal
and trash compactor
staying with sale of
home. Priced well below
replacement cost - only
$45,000. Phone us today
for more information.
Kopperud Realty 753.
1222.

Brick 3 bedroom, impressive bath, combination
family room/kitchen with built-ins, large Utility,
completely carpeted with central heat-air, paved
drive,landscaped, Ys acre in Lynnwood Estates for
• $38,500 Call TWIN& ix 7113-9811 and aalirlar
Air

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511051
DUE ro SALES THIS
YEAR. The Nelson
Shroat
Co.
Needs
listings for the buyers
we have waiting. If you
want to sell' your
property, list with the
Nelson Shroat Co.,
Realtors, Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center. 759-1707.
11.1=.111111

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Southside Court Squore

Murray, Kentucky

753-4451
PROUDLY we rave about
this 3 bedroom brick
with sunken living room,
formal-dining area,
custom built kitchen
with appliances including refrigeratorfreezer, two full baths,
restful patio area with _
private brick wall.
Statel bricked columns
bring you'into the drive
to a double garage with
automatic opei:ers...
Just listed. .Call Now.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492.

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Professiond I Services
With The Friendly Touch"

A
CAREFUL,
BUYER'S DREAM...
This sharp 2 bedroom'
B. V. in excellent condition. Electric heat,
carpeted throughout,
draperks
included.
Paved driveway, carport. In the 20's. BoydMajors Real .Estate,
105 N. 12th.

3I
°
11:)

MII1111111

HELLO TO A GOOD
BUY! Three bedroom
KOPPERUD REALTY
Mill IC
a rive
une sa es
university. Lots of living
professionals to assist
you in Real Estate
area in this fine home
with central air, large
matters. If you have a
question regarding any
den and convenient floor
phase of real estate
plan. Phone us right
activity;gtveas-a cellar- .- 'away--for more information. Priced in low
753-1222, or stop by our
30's. Kopperud Realty,
conveniently located
753-1222.
office at 711 Main. We at
Kopperud Realty want
to be YOUR Real Estate
People.
1.17 PA. Poplar-Benton

QUA
RAILI‘INTY

AJRS1
BO
REYACii MO
ESTATE
153-8080

521-1468 - 753-9625

WILSON

Pi es.slima I SersIt ci
With The Fri5ndiy Touch'.

C;Pf 1300111

GOOD TWO BEDROOM
frame home. Large lot
*ith nice garden. Plenty
of shade. Near church
and grocery. Possession
in 10 days. $12,500.
Galloway Realty, 505
Main,753-5842.

Guy Spann Realty

NOME - 2 Apartments. Let
.MOBILE HOME spaces 43. Real Estate
year tenants help pay the
for families. Coach
Extra lice time
atertgagel
Fox
and
Estates
DON'(.DISMAY IF YOU
IR two betb brick only two
Meadows, South 16th
Weds west of PAU campus.
ARE LOW ON CASH753-3855.
Apartments sew rested for
we'll arrange the terms
$110 mse$Wy. HOMO ekes
30 Business Rentals
' on this well maintained
worth ever $35,000. Asking
two bedroom brick with
BUILDING for rent on
$49,500. •
den located on lot with
*"North 641 Highway for
garden area--just 4
A price you can afford for a
garage"&"Thsly shop.
1 i bath
lovely 4 bedroom, '
minutes from city
Call 753-5618.
brick home with •xcellipet
limits. Loretta Jobs
location. Beoutifully lan31 Want To Rent
__Realtors, 753-1492.
dscaped yard, private patio,
WANT TO RENT 3 or 4
pissed drive. Range,
PROPERTY
bedroom house. Prefer NEED
refrigerator, dishwasher,
ZONED
R-4
or
8-2?
to be in or near town.
disposal included.
Need a lot for multiple
Call 753-6198 or 753-1690.
753-3263 Anytime
housing? Need property
HOUSE WITH THREE or
for offices, restaurant,
4 bedrooms by April
drug store, retail sales, PROFESSIONAL OF10th. Call 753-3509 after 3
or consumer services?
FICE
or
private
- p.m.
We have listed properly
residence possibilities
zoned properities,
with this frame home
ONE BEDROOM unlocated north, south,
located only 2 blocks
furnished
apartment.
east for these permitted
from court square.
Call 753-2307.
uses. Call us today
Property is zoned B3
Loretta Jobs Relators,
and could easily be
753-1492. converted to offices or
WANTED TO RENT row crop
cOntinue to be used as
ACRES with ap'412
ecreage mM tobacco base.
private
residence.
one-third
proximately
Send responses I.lox 32 U.
Cunvtijjesst
(nation,
mile blaclttop highway
f+ntage for sale. Phone ..immediatelj occupancy,- very
Kopperud Realty, 75332. Apartments For Rent
reasonable price. Phone
1222.
Kopperud Realty, 753FOR RENT-unfurnished
1222 for more in2 bedroom apartment.
formation.
Near downtown Murray.
Call-753-4109.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

sfw.teri ewer *N•ms •••sed
piers De nes nee ens welshed aye§ fel
is finished
100 South 13th St
Phone 753,1914

YARD SALE Satitzday,
March 25. 10 a. m. at
Hazel, Ky. At Joe
Dobbins home. Lot of
antique dishes and whatnots, some furniture.

1974 BAYWOOD 12 X 2
bedroom;2 baths,partly
furnished, underpinned.
conditions.
ExcfJlent
THREE PARTY YARD
753$5800.
Call
Sale. March 27, 28 and
3280.bef
• 29. 127 Riviera Cta.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and YARD SALE, Saturday,
March 25 (not held._ if
mobile home spaces for
rains) 8:00 - ?. Mahan
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Apartments Apt. 19 (by
Call 753-3280.
Sonic). Furniture,
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
clothes, jewelry, toys,
12 X 50. Shady Oaks
baby-clothes, albums,
Trailer Ct. Call 489-2533.
make-up.

Kelly's Termite
_ PO.Controi

GOLD COUCH AND
chai‘
kr2ndition.
$30.'ea

WASHER, dryer and
dishwasher. Call 49218
8640 after Sp. m.

REP; SESSED 25'
Magnavox color T.V.
to
Need
someone
assume small monthly
payment. Call 753-7575.
21.Mobile Home Sales

Cortdied By EPA
Arad Costly Nome assents

and Shrubs

21 CUBIC IN. Hotpoint
refrigerator freezer
Combination.
Coppertone'- 2125.n° Call
489-2727.

A.

•
FR EE
Termite
Inspection

FIVE PIECE chrome
dinette set. Brown and
green,$50. Call 753-0198,

r t RdOI0

X 3
IE
M X
43 Real Estate
41 Public Sales

"Your Key People
In Reel Estate"
753-7724 .
901 Sycamore
Murray, Ky.
LOOKING FOR that
special lot to build on
this spring? Look .no
further! Located in
lovely
Canterbury
Estates we havean ideal
lot for a split.level. Take
a look at this lot located
at 1514 Oxford Drive
then call Linda Drake,
71i3-0492 or mune by nnr
office
for
further
details. 'Be ready to
build this spring. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St. 753-0101 or
753-7531.

WATCH US GROW
THE NELSON MOAT
CO. REALTORS
759-170T
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

LOSE NO TIME IN
SEEING THIS ONE!
Here's a modern 3
bedroom home & 1
acre - 4 miles north
just off the Penny
Road. Spotlessly clean
& well arranged. Excellent garden area.
PRICED AT ONLY
$22,500. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
'12th.
45. Farms For Sale
FARM 83 ACRES. One
mile North of 121 on
Graves and Calloway
1961
line.
County
International 2 ton grain
truck.
SMALL FARM, _large
new brick home,new tin
tobacco barn, bot-tomland. 15 minutes
from Murray 'West
Blacktop. Call 492-8790.
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BY OWNER-75 acre
farm,7 room house with
3bedrooms, Utility room
and enclosed back
porch. 1 mile west of
Dexter. Two stock
barns, milk barn,smoke
house, chicken house.
All
under
fende.
$100,000. Call 753-5618
between 2:30 p.m. - 10
p.m.

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984
Floored and ready. Up to 12 r 24. Also barn style, offices, cottages,
mobile home od-ons, and patios, or U -BUILD, pre cut completely ready
to assemble up to 24 x 60. Buy the best for less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

itg
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
'Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

DON'T BE A RENT
SLAVE . . A little
paint & cleaning up
will put this 5 room
home in top shape.
Good size rooms, convenient to school walking distance to
downtown. PRICED
LOW TO GO. BoydMajors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.

New Quality built 3 bedroom brick veneer. Lots
of cabinets and closets. 13
/
4 bath. Wall to wall
carpet. Central air and heat pump. Concrete
drive. Call us today.

Fulton Young Realty
753-7333
Fulton Young
153-4948

Forest Shoulders
753-8071

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
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Thursday, March 30, 1978, 10 A.M.
%nag at the Stanley "Mot" Nock Form, located IS miles north of Paris on Hwy. 69 (Alleyfield Rd.) at Hayes
Ma sten piece. Mr. end Mrs. Bieck ere in very ill health end tan no longer coating* their fares operation end
hems decided to dispose of their fine equipment at pubic gustiest.
1968 Masai Ferguson 110 diesel (2358 act. hrs.) w/power shift Se power spread'
wheels. New Holland no.8 bale mover,John Deere AW.10'disc, Massy Ferguson 3
x 14" plow,7 ton electric 4 wheel wagon w/6 ply tires metal bed & hyd. hoist, Ford 3
pt. rear mt. scoup;3 pt. 32" subsoiler, 1 row fertilizer distributor, New Holland 7'
cycle mower,Bush Hog 7' mower w/wheels, Ford 3 pt.9" post hole digger, Vulcan
cultipacker, IHC.7 Shank chesil plow (3 pt.), 3 pt. rear mt. utility box,3 pt. boom
pole, John Deere leveling harrow,rotary pump spray rid, 2 way hyd. ram w/hose,
Weed-o-matic fence charger, handy 640 power washer (new), 3 log chains, Solid
State fence charger (new), draw bars, stabilizers, top links, 1 way hyd. ram with
hose, pry bars, 2 wheel dolly, cattle oiler cable, cattle face duster, 2-3 gal. hand
1
2
"elect. drill, wrenches,sledges, 34"sockets,
sprayers, grinder mandel 2/motor,/
breaker bars,carpenter tools, oils, greases,nails;bolts,2 drop cords,2elect. cattle
shock sticks,2 rolls new barb wire,6'steel post, elect. fence post, wire, insulators,
alum. come-a-long, tractor umbrella holder, 4 hand grease guns, 2 tractor bumpers,3 metal tool boxes,2large load binders,7 ton hyd. jack,2 barrel pumps, cattle tag chains,3 milk cans & cart, calf-feeders, 1 roll plastic covering, hog water &
feeders, 4-55 gal. metal barrels, chain vise, brush killer, hand horn sheller, 2-5
&ewer frielal storage bum.barb at woven wire strew-hers, used tin,2 elec. motors,
horse drawn tools, 12 volt trolling motor(new).
2 iron beds,ant. dresser,3end tables, woven rug,stuffed chair, library table, window fan, elect. heater,sewing machine, ant. Vi s, w/ Queen Ann cabinet, milk
jack, double tub, canning
pasterizer,5 crock jars,5 iron kettles, meat saw,
jars.
NOTE: Plenty of shed room in case of bad weather. This is some fine equipment & has been well cared for and
is ready to do the Jobs for you For further information contact
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310X In 31E1
4h. Homes
THREE

48 Automotive Service

For Sale

51 Services Offered

Si.Services Offered

51.

Services Uttered
MAKE CUSTOM

BEDROOM

wine with BY OWNER. Price adgarage. 1 1'2 baths.
justed for quick sale.
Located in Westwood
Two bedroom, vinyl
Subdivision. Call 753siding and vinyl trim.
5685 after 3;30 p.m.
No Painting.) Central
gas heat and air. Fully
COUNTY ESTATE city
carpeted, custom
conveniences 2 miles
drapes and rods. Fenced
from city limits 3.3
backyard. Kitchen has
privacy.
of
acres
new built-in dishwasher,
Private lake. Beautiful
stove,
hood,
and
wooded park area, barn
refrigerator. Single car
suitable for horses, shop
garage..
Close
to
. and _storage building,
hospital, churches, and
large 2 bedroom house,
downtown. Mid 20s. By
fully carpeted lots of
appointment. Call 753closets and cabinets.
0788.
expand
will
Contractor
to Son 4 bedroom to your
47. Motorcycles
specifications With
commitment. Priced in
1974 250 HONDA dirt bike.
low 40's. Call 753-9850,
Good shape. Call 7534304 or 753-4718, ask for
HOUSE
ROOM
FIVE
Mike.
with bath. Utility and
. large porch. Ready for
you to move to your lot. 1974 750 HONDA WindCall 498-8725.
jammer Fairing. Four
into 1 exhaust. New tire.
NICE THREE bedroom
Low mileage. Call 753older model home with 2
6445.
acres. Three miles West
of Lynn Grove off 94
Highway. Call 345-2545
1974 -HONDA CB 750K-4
days, 345-2208 nights.
complete with fairing
and windshield. Crash
FOR SALE BY OWNER:
bar. Luggage rack, sissy
2 bedroom home on
bar with bag. Extra
Kentucky Lake. Big
489-2317.
‘
nice. Call
'Ring room and kitchen
with built-ins, carport,
1973 HONDA 750 K-3,
washer-dryer. Also, this
'dressed. Extra gas tank
property has its own
and
side
covers.
boat slip. Day or night
Excellent condition. Call
(9011 642-7221 or (901)
642-2633. Priced $29,000„ 753-7388 after 4 p. m.
BRt

ULAN 1 1-f.
\\ -‘1,11 1 11 -1,111111.
ffil t 1 111-1411, 114
1 11 .1 1t. 1,1 4 )

FOR

SALK

fear

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

used

tires, Gillette Mesa
rider, L60-15, raised
white letters. $16.00
each. Also jeep draw bar
with two inch ball hitch
and mounting kit. $30.00.
Phone 753-5516.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 FORD
250. Long
power and
sharp. Call

ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28
years
experience.
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.

RANGER
whell base,
air. Black,
753-7791.

1955 CHEVROLET. 1969
Camaro for sale or
trade, sharp. 1957
Chevrolet, 2 door post. B
Allis Chalrriet tractor
plow,
with
disc,
cultivator. Call 474-2392
after 6.
FOR - SALE:
1976
Chevrolet 4 wheel drive
pickpup. All power and
air. Call 489-2711.
1965. CONTINENTAL 4
door. 1968 Buick Electra
225, 4 .door, 1972
Plymouth station
wagon. All have air, arid
power. All .new tires.
Excellent condition. Call
436-2427.
1974 CENTURY Luxux
Buick. Silver mist blue.
With white vinyl top,
AM-Fpl stereo tape, all
power, buckets,- white
interior, wheels, low
mileage. Call 753-3146
after 4.
1965 RED AND WHITE
Mustang.
Excellent
condition. 1965 Gleener,
combine. Call 753-5852.
19/3
RED
PINTO
Runabout. Automatic,
c ean, g
mec nical
condition. $1195. 1803
College Farm Rd.
1975 FOUR WHEEL drive
pickup, $2495. Call 7539482 or 753-4895.
1967 EXTRA LARGE
school bus. Will make
excellent camper. Four
new tires. New exhaust
systein. Will trade for
1969 pickup truck- in
sood condition or will
sell.-Call 436-2216 or 7536644 after 4 p. m.

Lam I
© 1978 United Feature Syndicate Inc

Garden Center

BASEBALL-WELL, HAVE A NICE
SUMMtR."
49. Used

Cars &

Trucks

1966 PON'IlAC Le -Mans.
Call after 5 p. m. 7539956.
1976 FORD ONE ton with
Omaha bed, newly
painted and overhauled.
AM-FM radio, $4495.
Call 753-9482 or 753-4895.
1974 FORD ONE ton
truck, V-8, 4 speed,
power steering and
brakes, has cattle racks.
Call 753-6448-days, after
6:00489-2573. -FOUR DOOR
1971
Chevrolet Caprice.- Al.
pqwer. Air conditioning.
Good condition. Call 75326
1974 GOLD DUSTER
automatic, power. Air.,
-Slant six, 47,000 miles.
or -9114.
a

Hwy. 121 North
Murray, Ky.
753-3000
• Landscape &taiga
Laadscaps Marts
Iliedding Pints
• Garden Sas/
Lana Spraying
(rartaxer S Herbicides)
rime. Reneratioa S Seeding
Laws diariedioa
Hydro-Meld*

50. Campers
1972 CHAMPION - motor

tome. 25,000 miles.
Sleeps six. Call after 5 p.
m.759-1192.
STARCRAFT camper
trailer, 1976 Starmaster
8, like new. $1800. Call
753-7853.

'7
Offered
mg in
WILL • I ba
my home. References
available. Call 759-1039.

51. Serwices

TREES

S. Fulton, Tn.

901-479-2986 & 479-3713
Ben Murdock, Administrator

col. Ruben Ainley

Milan, Tennessee

uctioneer & Realtor
"La-with us.

we

appreciate your business."

BYARS BROTHERS &
SON - General home
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.
Guttering by Sears, Sears
continuous gutters installed
per
your
specifications.
Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.

Ns ether "dei-it-pearsielf"
anitlead cleans carpets as...
EASILY31 pound portable powerhouse dees all the work

Eastside Small
Eagles Repair

ITairei-and vacuums
IM
out deep down dirt and

grime in a single sweep

Niebviey et lest

ECONOMICALLYcleans the way
professionals do-at
a traction of the coat

79344011

54. Free Column

( YOU SAVE UP TO
$2500 PER ROOM)

FREE - Beautiful
golden female partlabrador retriever..
Young
adult.
Housebroken. Very
gentle and loving with
children but is an ideal
watchdog. She will
-make -a perfect family
pet. Call 436-2591.

and
parking areas white
rocked and graded. Free _
estimates. Also have
decorative rock and rip
rap. Call
Clifford
GarrisOic753-5429 after
4 p.m.

1976 THUNDERBIRD,
27,000 miles. Loaded.
Call 7,47413.

1171 PtipUps

"

- - -.•••-•••

1100e Off

sSIr off
ISO" off

Al reed Campers
This applies to all Campers
purchased before 4-1-78.
The only cure for Cabin Fever
is the outdoors and The best
way to enjoy the outdoors is
with a Starcraft Camper. Our
special prices make this
remedy easy to take.
Bank financing available

White's Camper Soles
Iliginsey 94 kW 4.5..Ind Illorrin
It

7$1-0009

Riad for 'sly $17.00 a day
1101-Air koer Pore
1144-111090or 703-1443

Look
Ahead

MITCHELL
BLACKTOPPINGsealing, patching
stripping. For free
estimates call 753-1537.

List Your
Home Today

Why Wait?

•••
I

SEE THE
PROFESSIONALS

ATTENTION BUSINESSES

DONALD R.

Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own, PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
with complete privacy and easy access.

Call 753-3744 days
Or 753-7618 nights

CKER
TU
utal
REALTOR

AND SEE NOW MANY MORE DOLURS
YOUR REAL ESTATE CAIIRRINK! Ads753-4342

FARMS FOR SALE AT

DRIVEWAYS

1977 CUTLASS Salon,
good condition.- Loaded.
Call Joe 759-4990.

197$ Travel
Trailers

INSULATION
BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310
for
free
estimates.

Chain Saw
And
Lawnmower
Sales and Service

RENT RINSENVAC

trimmed? Call George
Landolt, 753-4707.

ESTATE AUCTION

205 W.Stateline

6648.
16.

or

Service Center

AINLEY AUCTION & REALTY SALES

-made-drapes. Call 753-

Q.AW

NEED

Offered

Ir

WESTERN KY. Travel
Trailer Sales and Service, Route 68 and 1-24.
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-522-

T. V.

le will be held in the gymnasium of the Paradise Friendly Home Orphange which is adjacent to the Murdock
,
sidence. Lunch available Come prepared to spend the day

51 Services

Agri-Products
II

LICENSED
ELEA%
TRICAN and gas in1975
CHEVROLET
stallation
will
do
CORVETTE. 35,000
plumbing, heating and
miles, metallic blue,
seWei cleaning. Call 753-ANIT1W,
tilt
and
7263.
telescopic
steering,
power windows, leather MISBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning,
interior. One owner.
Get, ready for those summer cook
awnings, carports and
Excellent condition. Call
NICE 1970 MONT_E_
roofs sealed. Call Jack
435-4467.
outs!
CARLO. May be seen at_,
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
1976 DODGE CHARGER
1308 Poplar or phone
m. or weekend.
Reg.$435"
w
Special Edition, cruise,
after 5:30 753-6781.
WIRING
Our
tilt, AM-FM, 8 track. 'ELECTRIC
1973
CUTLASS
home and industrial, air
Take
over
payments.
Price P35000 Save $85°°
SUPREME, triple
conditioning, and
Call 753-6847.
white, everything but
refrigeration, heating.
cruise control. Call after
1973 PORSCHE 914, 1.7
Call 474-8841.
5,354-8772.
liter engine, excellent
gas mileage. AM-FM SEPTIC TANK PUM-1975 VEGA Hatchback.
PING. Residential and .
radio. New 5 speed
Four speed. Call 759753-$1145
Central Shopping Center
commercial. Rex Camp,
transmission.
1694.
753-5933.
Removable top, low
mileage. Must sell. Call
PAINTING INTERIOR.
753-0492..
exterior. Also dry wall
19 years exfinishing.
1970 FORD Galaxie 500, 4
perience. Call 436-2563,' door,
hardtop,
$500.
1971
SATURDAY, APRIL 1, 197$- 11I:00 A. N.
Ralph Worley
Dodge- station wagon,
SELLING AT THE HOMEPLACE OF THE LATE MR. L. W. MURDOCK
new tires,$500. 1968 Olds
PROFESSIONAL
LOCATED 3 MILES SOUTH OF TRI-CITY, KY. ON HWY.97(PARIS ROAD)
2 door hardtop, $350.
cleaning.
chimney
McClure Garage, 401
Prevent a chimney fire
SELLING TO SETTLE THE ESTATE, RAIN ON SHIRE
South 5th Street. Call
in your home Call 759day, 753-0170, night 753Hot point range. Frigidaire refrigerator, dining table with 6 chairS,buffette, china cabinet, odd dining chairs,
4878.
cookwares, dishes, ironwares, pottery, crockware, ironstone, crystal, depression glass, cranberry 5 kerosene
2675 ask for Mac or Ray.
lamps, 1 brass Aladdin lamp, table & floor lamps. Coldspot upright 30' freezer, 2 Maytag auto washers
- Fuit yoUR septic tank
w/mathcirtg elect„dgers, keepsake money safe, Ginny Lynn & Spool beds, ant. cabinet Victrolar, 3 desk lights,
and baCkhoe ‘xlirk needs.
2 Dtincanyhyle dri&'4.1iles,,31,_day wall clock, Fran#1in ieethiciverviner, Queen Ann chair, hassocks, oc1970
DATSUN,
B-510
casional chairs, metal folding chairs, wall mirrors, Whirlpool & Westinghouse window air conditioners, couch,
tank
septic
Also
station wagon. Tape
console sewing machine, metal stepstool, pictures, executive chair, Hon metal file cabinet,3 electric heaters;
John
Call
Lane.
cleaning.
ant, mahogany roll top desk w/mathcing overhead book case, world books, desk sets, telephone nook, bookdeck,
luggage
rack,
new
cases, cuu WOKS, passers. mica) cabinet radio, ant. record cabinet, library tactic wasn nowt 4. pawner JVC,
Phone 753-8669 or 436_battery. Call. -437-4863.
poster bed, Low Boy eiresser, vanity lamps.lamp tablas,bookcase bed,.platform rockers,4-pc...solid American
suite,
wool
5348.
black walnut bedroom suite, vanity & foot stooLs, valiant, maple busk beds, 3 pc. veneer bedroom
rugs, metal adj ironing boards, chifferobe, luggage, quilts, blankets, spreads. maple & oak chairs, oak
1970 CUTLASS Supreme.
dressers, straight chairs, 3 youth chairs, ant. spinning wheel, 2 metal storage racks, portable sewing
LICENSEE) ELECmachines. Bissell sweepers, canister vac. cleaners, large window fans, quilt box, guitars, games, Christmas
His and her gear shift.
decors . lights
TRICIAN prompt efCall 436-2407 after 2 p.m.
ficient service No job too
GUNS,
' 2511t. U.§.32 Revolvers. 1 ant. Ky. Long Rifle, old)
smatt.- Call Earnest
1973 MONTE CARLO,
-White, 75340605.
extra sharp. Call 753MOWERS
Stallion 8 Hp riding mower w/elect. starter, Master Cut self propelled 22" cut, Wizard 22", Pennsylvania 22".
0551 after 5:30 p.m.
CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates.
SHOP TOOLS
1968 FORD GALAXIE,
Manual type tire changer, oxygen, Acetylene welder w/dolly & tanks, Craftsman 8" x 48" jointer w/42 Hp.
Prompt and efficient.
r,itt .Craftsman 10" Radial arm saw w/table, Craftsman 14" Band saw w./°s Hp. mtr., Craftsman 260 amp.
automatic, power
Custom Carpet Care,
,•tect welder, hood, hammers, gloves, rods, Craftsman bit grinding guage, grinder mandel w/mtr., blow torsteering, 302 V-8 motor.
. ti. bolt cutters, bench vise, work bench, guages & sets, belt sander, drills, drill stand, paint gun, air hoses,
•
753-1335.
'raftsman 10" table saw & stand, air compressor, bits, bolts, iron, electrik motors(all sizes, grinder & buffer
Good gas mileage.
• tandel w/mtr., 24' ext. ladder, 2 Handy man jacks, logging equip.. 4 pine planter spades, fire extinguishers,
Ashley wood stove
WILL HAUL driveway
train cleaining cables. 2 kerosene portable heaters, garden 8. lawn tools. 2 tire fighter sprayers, elect. Rotary
4
Rooter pipe cleaner,4 gas. water coolers.
without jacket. Call 436white rock, lime; sand,
2204.
decorative rock. Also
-AUT018101111fS
46.5 Belaire 4 Sr. 6 cyl a/auto trans., new mtr., good tires & btry 19654 dr. 6 cyl. junker. 1772 Mercury Mont
free estimates
on
50. Campers
•
MX w/power & air
parking lot or driveway.
•
r
Call Roger Hudson, 753FARM EQUIPMENT
t458 420 John Deere tractor nitride front end. pto., 3 pt. hitch, starter & lights, good rubber. John Deere
4545
or 7536763.
()Ickup disc., 2 row cultivator, 2x12" plows, 4 wheel wagon Ir./metal bed, 2 wheel trailer, 1 row new Holland
•
Ft&4_%
C
t•'Sacco setter, J. D. side mt. 3 pt hitch corn picker, wheel weights, horse drawn equip., sorghum mill w/cop. :CAM.
%$
:ter pan, skimmers. dippers & drags, Poulan chain SIM, hand tobacco du.ster,igarden seeder drill. 2 row J I)
WILL DO BARN SITTING
g0'•93
S
FEVER
I: -alder w/attrnts., HD wheel barrow, weed blades, 50' rubber hose, 4 HP garden tiller, Thurman pto. 3 pt. WO
it
in my home Call 753SALE!
al sprayer.
I;
Pf4.
c!
•
..-1)6841
MISC. & ETC. Fiat irons,folding cot. water distiller, school desk,comode chair, dinner bell, wood ice box, sewing machine
singer machine heads, strawberry bandies, 20 folding metal chairs, old metal lunch boxes 100's of items WM
moot begin to mention,

BREAKING GARDENS
and leveling yards. Call
753-8527.

QUALITY SERVICE
Company In( Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
rieid.nt.
753,' 9290.

KOPPERIM REALTY
YOUR FARMLAND HEADQUARTERS

COLONIAL CHARM

HAVE PROPERTY TO SELL?

Beautiful colonial 4 bedroom home on 10 acres.
This is country living at its finest. Price of $61,500
includes good stock barn, stable,and other outbuildings.

If you've been thinking of selling, why not give us
a call? You'll receive friendly, courteous service
and professional advice at nr) cost to you. We
have clients waiting to purchase all types of real
estate, so let us match a buyer to your property.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 anytime. We
make buying and selling real estate easy for
you!

48 ACRES
Just listed 48 acres with 30 tillable acres and over
1000 feet of black tOp hwy. frontage. Priced to
sell fast. Priced reduced $4,000 to $27,800. Owner
says SELL!

88 ACRE FARM
Excellent producing farm near Kirksey with approximately 70 acres tendable. Entire farm is
fenced with new 5-strand barbed wire. Phone us
today for more information...753-1232.

41 ACRES
Located near Coldwater with approximately 30
tendable acres. All fenced and located on good
all-weather gravel road only L'e mile off highway
121.

HOUSE AND 20 ACRES
Frame 4-bedroom home on Tucker-Garland
Read -near Kirksey. Priced at $35,000 and additional acreage available.

HOUSE AND 16 ACRES
Three bedroom brick home with fireplace, full
basement & attached garage at ideal location adjoining Murray Country Club just outside city
limits. Don't delay phone us today for more information: House may be purchased without
acreage.

40 ACRES
With approximately 28 acres tendable. Approximately 2700 feet of blacktop frontage.
Owner wants quick sale. Make offer!

HOUSE AND 14 ACRES
Home is remodeled with new central heat and.air
attached garage and top Location only 3 miles
Southwest of Murray. Better act fast! Phone,us
today for more information.

112 ACRES
Approximately one-third, mile of frontage on
highway 280 near Panorama Shores. Owner wants offer.

HOUSE AND 40 ACRES
Very good remodeled home with barn,- several
outbuildings, ponds and beautiful woodedhillsides. Get back to the basics of life and enjoy
relaxed,-scenic country living. Priced in the 50's.

25 ACRES
One-quarter -mile of blacktop highway frontage
with several beautiful wooded building sites and
located near Kentucky Lake. Priced at only
$15,000.

HOUSE AND 40 ACRES
Small frame house and 40 acres with approximately 36 acres of good Lendable land,
tobacco barn, tobacco base and stock barn,
located Southwest of Murray. Better hurry on
this one Priced in the low 40's.

40 ACRES
Forty Acres with approximately 25 acres tendable and several lovely wooded acres, tobacco
barrr- and lots of road frontage. Don't pass up
this opportunity. Priced at $25,000.
•

Everything We Touch Turns To Sold!
Member
Multiple
Listing

KOPPERUD
REALTY

II

It

REALTOR

753-1222

711 Main
EVENINGS AND SUNDAYS CALL:
Bill Rayburn 759-4900
Ham Patterson 492-8302

Bill Kopperud
753-1221

Geri Andersen 753-7932
George Gallagher 753-8129
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Indiana's Richard Lugar
To Speak At Murray State

Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Chlora Guier Funeral Is Today
For Aubrey Farris
Dies Friday With
The funeral for Aubrey P.
Funeral On Monday Farris of Murray Route Five

U. S. Sen. Richard G. Lugar
(R-Ind.), former Indianapolis
mayor who defeated a threeterm incumbent for the Senate
seat in 1976, will speak at
Murray State University on
Thursday evening, March 30.
To begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
auditorium of Mason Hall
(Nursing Building), his address is entitled "The
Republican Party in the U. S.
Senate."
Lugar's lecture is sponsored
by the College Republicans,
the Student Government
Association, and the Department of Political Science and
Public Administration. It is
open to the public at no admission charge.
Lugar became the first
Republican in - 20 years- to
represent Indiana in the
Senate when he defeated
Democratic incumbent R.
Vance Hartke in 1976 and set a
new record for plurality in an
Indiana election. He carried 82
of 92 counties and got 59
percent of the v'ote.
The 45-year-old Lugar
serves on three Senate

will be held today at 4:30-p.m.
Word has been received of' at the chapel of the Blalpckthe death of Mrs. thlora Coleman Funeral'Home with
Fuqua Guier who died Friday Bro. Henry Hargis officiating.
Pallbearers will be Tommy
at a hospital in Dunedin, Fla.
She was 79 years of age and Parker, Junior McCage, Bob
the wde of Ira C. Guier who McCuiston, Charles B. McCuiston, Dan Parker, and
died in 1974.
the
Paul Jackson. Burial will
was
Mrs. Guier
daughter of the late Ed and follow in the Hicks Cemetery.
Mr. Farris, age 66, died
Frances Fuqua. She was also
preceded in death by one son, Sunday at 10:30 a.m. at his
Cpl. ret.) Richard C. Guier, home. His wife, Mrs. Fay
and one brother, Marshall L. Blalock Farris, died Dec. 16,
1970. Mr.Farris retired in 1973
Fuqua of Murray. - Survivors include one after operating the A. P.
John Farris Grocery at Cherry
Mrs.
- daughter,
.00rneg .for forty-tour years.
1IVAIdine j „jogs. $t,
Survivors include two
Mo.; one brother, Noble
Mrs. Ben (Judy)
daughters,
Mable,
wife,.
Fuqua and his
Mayfield Route Seven, Brumley, Fox. Meadows,
Backusburg community; two Murray, and Mrs. Michael
grandsons, John Clayton (Paulette) Miller, Alm Route
Jones, St lAtuts, -Mo., and --One; one son, James Ed
Steven Guier, Maryland; Farris, Noblesville, Ind.; five
Over 70 graduates of the old Hazel High School gathered for their
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sistera71, Mrs. Tviarshall grandchildren, Belt Bruintey
Center. In the photo at left Calloway County Judge Robert
Community
Hazel
the
at
night
Saturday
Farris,
reunion
Bobby
yearly
,
and
Artis( Fuqua, 203 North 17th IV, Scotty
and former student at Hazel High School, Harry Lee
Kentucky
of
governor
lieutenant
with
former
0. Miller jokes
Street, Murray; brother-in- and Tomy and Stephanie Fay
Mrs. W.S.(Koska)Jones,former teacher at Hazel,
right,
At
reunion.
the
at
guest
speaker
,
special
Mrs.
Waterfield,
and
sisters-in-law
two
Miller;
Magnolia
law, Quint Guier,
Alumni Association, and Ray Dunn, president, as
Hazel
the
of
is congratulated by (lef*Mrs. Myrtle White, treasurer
Mrs. Eva Farris, Murray, and
Drive, Murray.
the 1977 recipient. New officers of the Hazel
was
White
Myrtle
Mrs.
Pleasant
1978."
Farris,
of
Alumni
named
Payne
"Distinguished
she
Mrs.
was
survived
Mrs. Guier is also
Alumni Association are Robert Hendon, president„ Coffield Vance, vice-president, Greselda Adams, secretary, and
by three nieces, Mrs. Alva Ridge, Mich.
Myrtle White,treasurer.
(Frances) Stokes, Pembroke,
Photos By Jennie B. Gordon
Miss Martha -Guier, Murray,
Garland,
and Mrs. Christine
Kirksey; and one nephew,
William Smith, Sedalia.
The funeral and burial
services were held Monday in
Dunedin, Fla.
The funeral for DM O'Neal
Barrow of 206 South Seventh
Street, Murray, is being held
at -the - An eihThition of projed
today it one p.
"Winter will-show slides and' His-experience includesinto pleting a book for Vision on the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman repderings and plans by ar- discuss his work following the years of work in Watts for the subject of townscape arFimeral Home with Bro. John chitect Nore Winter of reception in the Clara lit Watts Labor and Action chitecture.
Dale and Bro. Ed Casteel Cambridge, Mass., will open Eagle Gallery of the- -Price Committee. During that time,
Winter's parents are Mr.
officiatioviding the song with a reception honoring the Doyle Fine Arts Center. he designed an outdoor
and
Mrs. John C. Winter of
Watts.
in
market
service are singers from the artist at 7 p.m. Tuesday Anyone interested in arMurray. His father is the
years,
three
'last
For
the
of
is
-Church
restoration
Providence
evening, March n,at Murray -c-hitectural
New
acting dean of the College of
Christ where he was a State University.
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The funeral for Ricky Dale
Creative Expression at
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director
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Green of Murray-Route-Three—mem
Murray State.
cornnow
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He
Cambridge.
Serving as pallbearers are
which will continue through
watt _held today at three p.
Duncan,
Donnie
19.
Warner,
April
Sam
m. at the chapel of the
A graduate of -Murray
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Ralph Duncan, Dale Woodall,
Training School, later known
Home with the. Rev. Steve Charlie Beale, and Don
State Representative Kenny as the' University School,
Shapard and the Rev. Paid, Bailey. Burial will follow in
Bogard officiating. The music the Murray Memorial Gar- Imes will speak on "Higher Winter earned the bachelor of
Education in The Last architecture degree at Tulane
and song service will be by the dens.
was
26,
age
Barrow,
Mr.
Legislature" at the luncheon University and the- master of
Warren Quartet.
Active pallbearers will be pronounced dead on arrival at at the United _ Campus architecture and planning
Joey Boggess, Bobby Miller, the Community Hospital, Ministry off' Wednesday at degree at UCLA.
on 12:30 p.m.
Terry Bogard, Mike-Walker, Mayfield at eleven p. m.
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after
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Saturday
Cossey,
Johnny
Danny Miller,
Gary Miller, and Robbie juries in a two car accident on term as state representative.
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Honorary.. Kentucky Highway 121 about
Parrish.
pallbearers will be Mike three miles south of Mayfield. held in the banquet room of
Brandon, Ronnie Green, He was manager of the Winslow Cafeteria on the
Howard Duncan_ Willia131. ,Murray Glass Company, a Murray State Campus from
Morris, Gary Green, Dennis member of the National 12:30 to 1:20 p.m: each
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transporting and sale of stolen
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pronounced dead on arrival at Barrow.
He is survived by his wife,
Kentucky and northern
the Community Hospital,
Illinois.
Mayfield, at eleven p. m. on Mrs. Zandra Bailey Barrow,
Charges involve *six stolen
Saturday after suffering in- 206 South Seventh Street,
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
& cars, including a 1976 Oldjuries in a two car accident on Murray; his parents, Mr. and EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger
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Disney .
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son of Loyd Green and Mary
A Murray Police spokesman
Edith Miller Green.
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Rites Are Being
Held Today For
Dan O'Neal Barrow

MSU Reception To Honor Architect
Nore Winter, Training School Grad

committees - agriculture,
nutrition and forestry;
banking, housing, and urban
affairs; and intelligence.
Before he was elected to the
Senate, he served two fouryear terms as mayor of
Indianapolis and three years
on the Indianapolis Board of
School Commissioners. While
he was mayor, Lugar also
served as president of the
National League of Cities.
After losing a close race to
Democratic incumbent Birch
Bayh in his first effort to wins
Senate seat in 1974, Lugar
chose not to run for a third
term as mayor in 1975. He was
a Visiting Professor at
Indiana Central University in
1976, teaching courses in
ethitir Of• government and
state and local government,
before launching his successful Senate campaign.
Lugar was graduated first
academically in his 1954 class
at Denison UM-Vet-arty --in
Granville, Ohio, and became
the first Denison graduate to
earn a Rhodes Scholarship.

*CORRECTION*

STORE HOURS ARE

Services Are Today

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

At Chapel For
Ricky Dale Green

31° bj
SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Rep. Kenny Imes To
Speak At Luncheon

Murray Car
Cited In

Federal Case

Stock Market

Federal State
4Market Report

-Loyd

Don't Blame Your Age
For Poor Hearing

See Us For Your

Home Loan
a041,
111.14 NOON
1144,1r nOt.

111it rray 03ranch
Kophtrisville

gederal cca in• gs & ,,Loa
Iletteteme kaseb
MS
(Swan In *est)
715 Se. 12% St. - Remy Seetit Office

Quaker Oats
Tappan
Western
Zenith Radio

724 +5.
.9 +4

Chicago, Ill.- A free offer 01
special interest ..to those who
14% +5.
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Belione. A non -operating
model of the smallest Belrone
aid Of its kind will be gisen absolutely free to anyone answering this advertisement.
Send for this model, put it on
and wear it in the priv acY of
The Outreach Program, a
your own home. While many
branch of the Calloway County
people With a hearing loss will
Public Library, will present a
not receive any significant
special Story Hour o.i Wedbenefit from any hearing aid,
•
p.m
3:0)
at
nesday, March 29
this free model will show you
Betsy Dunman and Jerry
how tiny hearing help can be. It
Frank, juniors from Murray
not a real hearing aid, and
is
State University's Speech and
it's yours to keep, free, I he ac'Nitre Department, will stage
tual aid weighs less than a third
interpretat'.ons of
oral
of anounce, and it's all at ear
selections from "Fairies &
level, in one unit.
Chin-mew.... A few of the
These models are free, so we
poem-. interpreted will be
suggest you write for yours
"Peacocks," ."The "Cukoo,"
not,Again, we repeat, there is
and "Summer Morning."
no cost, and certainly no obligation. Thousands havealready
Because of this special
been mailed, so write today to
program the 10:00 a. m.Story
Dept. 5100,
-one I'Iec
Bell
Hour will not be held. All
c l iren are we come o a
Chicago,. Illinois 60646.
tend,a spokesman said.
... 164 +v.

Special Story Hour
Planned Wednesday
At Public Library

NOW AT CARROLL TIRE
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
SERVICE OUR SPECIALTY

We Specialize
In
Passenger Car Tires
Light Truck Tires
All Mounting And Balancing
FREE With Tire Purchase
Our Hours Are
Mon.-Fri. 7-5
Closed Sat.

Carroll Tire Service
0

753-1489

•

4,

